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FonnES-21 
(Revised May IIM7) 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK IN AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
and State Agricultural Collea-
Cooperatin& 
Eztenaion Service 
Washington, D. C. 
COMBINED ANNUAL REPORT OF COUNTY EXTENSION WORKERS 
This report form is for use by county extension agents in making a combined statistical report on 
all extension work done in the county during the year. Agents resigning during the year should make 
out this report before quitting the service. 
~~ State :2[._efd. ______________ '---:J. --· ---------------_ ------------- County -~'61, ______________________ _ 
.. 
REPORT OF 
( 
, V 
-~----- -- ::>~ ------- Fro lo l~-~-6-_-~----• /94_L 
(Name) Home Demonstration Agent. 
From ______________________ lo ---------------------, 194 __ _ 
Assistant Home Demonstration Agent. 
From _______________ _______ lo ---------------------, /94 __ _ 
4-H Club Agent. 
From ---------------------- lo _____________________ , 194 __ _ 
____ __ ~~t.: ~~-:-- lu~-~~:-~~--
Agricultural Agent. 
From'2.~JrL'JJ/ __ fe _ lo )J_~_:_/l __ q_ ___ , 194_? 
From ______________________ lo ---------------------, 194 __ _ 
.:/-- 2~: ~~c.~ If(( t '/;" ~ · 3 ,:;) rl 7 <I 7 
__. ............ 
READ SUGGESTIONS, PAGES 2 AND 16 
Approved: 
Date ____________________________ ------- -- . ----------- ______ _ 
State Extenaion Director, 
2 
SUGGESTIONS RELATIVE TO THE PREPARATION OF THE COUNTY EXTENSION 
AGENT'S ANNUAL REPORT 
Sb: good reasons may be listed as to why an extension worker should prepare a comprehensive annual report. 
1. The annual report is an accounting to the taxpaying public of what the exteneion worker has accomplished during the 
year. 
2. It is a record of the year's work put into shape for ready reference in later years by the extension worker himself or by 
his successors. ' 
3. The annual report affords the extension worker opportunity to place his activities and accomplishments before superior 
officers. who form judgment as to which workers are deserving of promotion or best qualified to fill responsible posi-
tions when vacancies occur. 
4. The inventory of the past year's efforts and accomplishments enables the extension worker to plan more effectively for 
the coming year. · 
5. An accurate report of his work is a duty every scientific worker owes to the other membere of his profession. 
6. Annual reports are required by Federal law. 
From four to six copies of the annual report should be made, depending upon the number required by the State office: 
One copy for the county officials, one copy for the agent's files, one or more copies for the State extension office, and one 
copy for the Extension Service, United States Department of Agricult ure. The report to the Washington office should 
be sent through the State extension office. 
NARRATIVE SUMMARY 
A separate narrative report is desired from the leader of each line of work, such as county agricultural agent, home demon-
stration agent, boys' and girls' club agent, and Negro agent. Where an assistant agent has been employed during a 
part or all of the year, the report of his or her work should be included with the report of the leader of that line of work. 
Where an agent in charge of a line of work has quit the service during the year, the information contained in his or her 
report should be incorporated in the annual report of the agent on duty at the close of the report year, and the latter 
report so marked. 
The narrative report should summarize and interpret under appropriate subheadings the outstanding results accomplished 
in helping rural people to solve their current probleIIlB and to make adjustments to changing economic and social 
conditions. 
A good narrative report should enable the reader to obtain a comprehensive picture of-
1. What was attempted-the program as outlined at the beginning of the year. 
2. How the work was carried on-the teaching methods employed. 
3. The cooperation obtained from other extension workers, rural people, commercial interests, and other public 
agencies. 
4. Definite accomplishments, supported by objective evidence. 
5. Significance of the year's progress and accomplishments in terms of better agriculture, better homemaking, 
improved boys and girls, better rural living, etc. 
6. How next year's work can be strengthened and improved in light of the current year's experience. 
The following suggestions are for those agents who wish to prepare a better annual report than the one submitted last 
year: 
1. Read the definitions of extension terms on the last page of this schedule. 
2. Read last year's annual report again, applying the criteria for a good annual report discussed above, 
3. Prepare an outline with main headings and subheadings. 
4. Go over the information and data assembled from various office sources. 
5. Decide upon a few outstanding pieces of work to receive major emphasis. 
6. Employ a newspaper style of writing, placing the more important information first. 
7. Observe accepted principles of English composition. 
8. Include only a few photographs, news articles, circular letters, or other exhibits to illustrate successful teaching ' 
methods. Do not make the annual report a scrapbook. 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY 
Where two or more agents are employed in a county they should submit a single statistical report showing the combined 
activities and accomplishments of all county extension agents employed in the county during the year. Negro men and 
women agents should prepare a combined statistical report separate from that of the white agents. 
Provision is made in the report form for each agent to report separately the teaching activities he or she conducts or partici-
pates in during the report year. County totals are the sum of the activities of all agents minus duplications where two 
or more agents engage in the same activity. For purposes of reporting, extension results or accomplishments are ex-
pressed in numbers of farmers or familie!! assisted in making some improvement or definitely influenced to make a change. 
Such an improvement or change may be the outcome of any phase of the program for men, women, older rural youth, or 
4-H Club boys and girls. Only the improvement or change taking place during the current year as the result of extension 
effort should be reported. Census type of information on the status of farm and home practices should not be included. 
For use on the national level the statistical data on the year's extension activities and accomplishments must be ex-
pressed in somewhat broad and general terms. Each State extension service may desire to include in a statistical supple-
ment additional information on problems and activities. peculiar to the State or sections of the State. 
16-2807 4-1 
GENERAL ACTIVITIES 
Report only thls year's activities that can be ver!Aed Home demonstration 4-H Club agents I Agricultural agents County total t agents 
00 W 00 00 
1. Months of service this year (agents and assistants) _________________________________________________________ /_~--------- _______________________________ (__~-=------ x x x x x x x x 
2. Days devoted to work with adults a ____________________________ _____________________________________________ _ / C1 __ 9 __ I _____ _____________________________ .jb "'&r------- x x x x x x x x 
3. Days devoted to work with 4-H Clubs and older youth 8 ____________________________________________ _____ (__~-~-::: -t<---- ________________________ _________ L__Q_ __ I,_____ x x x x x x x x 
:: ~:~:~~::ea 3-~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-=:::::::::::---:-:-----:--: :-:-~ ~ji_2.- ___ :::::::::::::::=::::::: :::: ~3(a :t: : : : : : : : : 
6. Number of farm or home visits made in conducting extension work '--------------------------- _____ ,;}.._j___t--------- _______________________ __ ____ 2f_ __ 'f: __ ~----- _____ /__~--~-:__7. ____ _ 
7. Number of different farms or homes visited_ ___________________________________________________________ _____ L'1--~--------- ------------------------ _______ ,'-=:(~------- ________ z_~ __ (.p_ ____ _ 
8. Number of calls relating to extension work_ __________________ {g~ ~::;~~~~--------------------- ----1-3-f--------- ---------------------- ---~~:~Y-3 _______ -----s-~-1z-~---/7.?- ,i 
1
~: ~~=~:: :~ :::t:~i~::r~~~::~ies published '---------------------------------------------------------- --T'r~i-~:-------- ---------------------7_~ -----~;:;;;~--}~----- ----~J}~~---
11. Number of radio talks broadcast or prepared for broadcasting __________________________________________________ J_ ____________________________________________ ':f_ __ ~------ -----------~~~---
{ 
( a) Number-------------------------- ____________ ...]________ _____ ___ ___ _____________ _ __ ___________ /________ '--------------+-------
(1) Adult work _____ __ (b)T:~n ~:~:!:nee of: ________________________ <.J .... ---- • ________________ __ _____ ______ _____ __ </ ___________________ </ _______ _ 
12. Training meetings held for local (c) Women leaders _________________________ //. .j ______________ _____________________ __________ () __________________ <f _j- ___ _ 
load~ o, oomnrltwem,~.--------- <•J 4-:.~;:u:"_ l ::T2::~-::-_•'~:::::::::: :::::::--;~«:::::.~ _:: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::~-:~::::: :::::::::; -~::~:: eu 
l3. M::~~~ (~:m::ts::~~:e t:e:::~ (1) Adult work _______ { ~:; ~:t:lb::~~~~~~~~::~~~---~:::::: ::::z~:Z::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::_ :::::::::z:~v::::::: ::::::2i!J£::: 
:: t!::~:;:::::~:;:r::~e::- (2) 4-H Club and {<a) Number _________________________ _________ (}' {J; )------ ------------------------ ------------t-------- _____________ o._ _ _/ -----
Q ) 
older.youth_ ___ (b) Total attendance _______________ ---~-~--'-~------- ------------------------ - ----------------------- ____ __ ,g_<.J._ _ _2_{j-___ _ der uestion 12 ______________________ _ 
14. Number of adult result demonstrations conducted... ____________________________________________________ ------------'-'--------- ________________________ _________ ij.__1 ________ ____ _____ j._:3 _____ _ 
15. Meetings held at such result demonstrations ______________ t(l) Number _____________________ __ ___ -------------t--------- ------------------------ ------------i--------- --------------f-------
(2) Total attendance _______________________________________ ------------------------ ----------------------- ------------------------
{ 
(a) Number _______________________ ___ ____________ 0 --------- ------------------------ ---------- J __________ -------------3 -------
(l) Adult work_______ (b) Total attendance _________________________ Q __________ ------------------------ _______ _{.,,_(} ___________________ k.J . .:, _____ / 
16. Tours conducted__ _____________________ (2) 4-H Club and {<a) Number _____________________________________ (;) _____________________________________________ o ________________________ o ______ _ 
older youth___ (b) Total attendance ____________ ____________ _{! __________ ------------------------ ____________ Q _________ ---------------j;------
{
(l) Adult work _______ {(a) Number ·------------------------ -----------! ~ ------- ---------------------- ----------: ----- --------c2/ -- ------
(b) Total attendance __________________________ _j ___ , ____ --------------------- _________________________________ :_j~----· · 
17. Achievement days held.._ ________ (2) 4-H Club and j (a) Number ________________________________ [._// __ ___ ___ --------------------- ___________ R ------- ---------~----L ______ _ 
older youth____ (b) Total attendance _______________ I_f.£ __ t;?_ ______ : ':" ________________ ~ _______ j_k__j ______________ '.Q.,;l.,. __ g-_ ___ _ 
1 Includes assistant county agent In charge of 4-H Club work or who devotes practically full time to club work. 
1 County total should equal sum of preceding three columns minus duplications due to two or more agents participating In same activity or accomplishment. 
• The sum of questions 2 and 3 should equal the sum of questions 4 and 6. 
'Do not count a single visit to both the farm and home as two visits. 
• Do not count ltema relatin& to notices of meetings only. 
16-28074-1 
GENERAL ACTIVITIES-Continued 
Report only this year's activities that can be veri11ed Home demonstration agents (a) 
~H Club agents 1 
(b) 
Agricultural agents 
(c) 
County total • 
(d) 
J (a) Number ___________________________________ 0______________________________________________ 0 _____________________ O ________ _ 
(1) 18. Encampments held (report atend-
Farm women. _____ l (b) Total members atending __ ___________ (2 _______________________________________________ Q _____________________ _9 _________ _ 
(2) 4-H Club and {l:; ;:~::,::____ _ _____ J_____ _______________ , _ Ji_~----___ _ _____ Jzr_:-~ ance for your county only)•----
older youth..___ (c) Total girls atending _______________ fR._i:-: _________ -------------------t---------~-2-=---
(d) Total others atending.. ______________ f ___________ -------------------------________ L_/ _________ _
19. Other meetings of an extension {(l) Adul k. {<a) Number _______________________________ j __ 7_ ___________ -------------_________ IJ __ 7_ ________________ <;q_t-----
nature participated in by county t wor ----(b) Total atendance ________________ LX.3. __ 7_ ___________________________________ _J __ " __ )-:_f _________ _j-:_<J:_Lf _____ _ 
or State extension workers and (2) 4-H ciub and (a) Number_ _______________________ -----;, __ l:!._ ___________________________________________ j_:i_ _______________ j_~3 _____  
not previously reported...____________ older youth_ ____ , (b) Total atendance _____________________ 6 __ 7_ _________ -------------____ e: __ '7._~_?-:!._ ___________ 7-_3 __ <j_ ___  
~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~ {:: :,:~~;:~: ·l~ ~~~~~ ~~ ~  •:::~~l::~-· ~:::::•:•::•:•:: •:•::•::f :~::• :•:::~:~i::: 20. 
1 Includes assistant county agent In charge of ~H Club work or who devotes practicaly ful time to club work. 1 Oounty total should equal sum of preceding three columns minus duplications due to two or more agents participating in same activity or accomplishment. 
1 Does 11ot include picnics, ralies, and short courses, which should be reported under questlo1119. 
SUMMARY OF EXTENSION INFLUENCE THIS YEAR 
It is highly desirable for extension workers to consider the proportion of farms and homes in the county that have been definitely influenced to make some sub-
stantial change in farm or home operations during the report year as a result of the extension work done with men, women, and youth. It is recognized that this 
information is very difficult for agents to report accurately, so a conservative estimate based upon such records, surveys, and other sources of information as are 
available wil be satisfactory. 
21. Total number of farms in county ( 1945 census)----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
22. Number of farms on which changes in practices have definitely resulted from the agricultural program. _________________________________________________ _ 
23. Number of farms involved in preceding question which were reached this year for the first time _________ __________________________________________________ _ 
24. Number of nonfarm families making changes in practices as a result of the agricultural program. ________________________________________________________ _ 
25. Number of farm homes in which changes in practices have definitely resulted from the home demonstration program.. _____________________________ _ 
26. Number of farm homes involved in preceding question that were reached this year for the first time _____________________________________________________ _ 
27. Number of other homes in which changes in practices have definitely resulted from the home demonstration program ______________________________ _ 
28. Number of other homes involved in preceding question that were reached this year for the first time ____________________________________________________ _ 
29. Number of farm homes with 4-H Club members enroled. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
30. Number of other homes with 4-H Club members enroled. _______________________________________________________ _______________ ___________ -------------
31. Total number of different farm families influenced by some phase of the extension program. (Include questions 22, 25, and 29 minus duplications) 
32. Total number of different other families influenced by some phase of the extension program. (Include questions 24, 27, and 30 minus duplications) 
/ -;_,l: ----L_,.j _________ ----
/ t:) u 
-------7 _/ _______ __ ________ I_).. __ V ______ _ _ ________ j.-4 v ___  _
:::::j ~ f::::· 
<-,I ::::-/ :°'g ~ D::::_ 
~ 0 
'2-Ge, 6 ___________ 1 _?~---
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
EXTENSION ORGANIZATION AND PLANNING 
County extension association or commitee (includes agricultural councils, home demonstration councils, and 4-H councils or similar advisory commitees; also farm and 
home bureaus and extension associations in those Ststes where such associations are the official or quasi-official agency in the county cooperating with the colege in 
the management or conduct of extension work)· 7 1 • , . ., I-tl , ~ · /1:i _____________ / 1 _______  (a) Over-al or general__ __ (1) Nam _ _ _ _ _0<.;_u_!:~-f/-~-)-~(2) No. of members. _______ _ ~!; ~:~.:;-,;;;.-:: g; ==-~~~~4J'~Ji,;,J:; :: : ::::=::: _____ j __ f 'f .... ~~ ~ ~~ ~~~ ~~~~~  g~ ~=: -~1-~=~~Ji----~~------ ~~~ ~: : ::~:~-=--~~~ ~~-~-~-=-~-~~~-~~--
Number of members of county ex~nsion program planning commitees and subcommitees (include commodity and special-interest commitees): 
(a) Agricultural _________ !.__{___________ (b) Home demonstration ________ J)f_2:!_____ (c) 4-H Club ______ f./_y __ ~---- (d) Older youth---------·-··········-- -
Total number of communities in county. (Do not include number of neighborhoods.)____________________________________________________________________ ---------~/__~~-------
Number of communities in which the extension program has been planned cooperatively by extension agents and local commitees___________ 3-~-
Number of clubs or other groups organized to carry on adult home demonstration work_________________________________ _________________________________ ~~~~~ .. ~. ~ ~~~ ~~~~~~ 
Number of members in such clubs or groups._____________________________________________________________ ________________________________________________ +-· 
(a) Number of 4-H Clubs. (See question 173.) (b) Number of groups (other than 4-H Club) organ;ed for conduct of extension work with 
older rural youth. (See question 185.) ___________________________________________________________________ <f? ---------------------- x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x 
Number of neighborhood and community leaders in the neighborhood-leader system -------------------------- Men ______ __.:) _ ::_________ Women ________ _ __ 7 _________  
41 Number of different voluntar(: local leaders, commiteemen, or neighborhood leaders actively engaged in forwarding th~extension program. 2; 
(a) Adult work. ______ (l) Men _______ H,:_Q________ (b) 4-H Club and older youth work. _________ { (l) Men------~ ------ (3) Older club boys --··--v-·---
(2) Women _____ 7 __ 9-_______ (2) Women/_____________ (4) Older club girls _____________________ 0• 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
COOPERATIVE AGRICULTURAL PLANNING 
Name of the county agricultural planning (over-al planning) group, if any, sponsored by the Extension Service 
N umbe~a~f :n:~e~:;::~:~nt~l~~:~~:~-~~=~-i:~-~-~:~~--- ---------------- (2) Women -------Z--------
(b) Paid representatives of public agencies or other agencies, or of organizations: (1) Men ----------1--------- (2) Women __________________________________ _ 
Number of communities with agricultural planning commitee (over-al planning) 4 _______________________________ 17·-------------·-···-···········-··--·····).f_ . . _____ . _______ _ Number of members of such community planning commitees: (a) Men-··-·-·-·---~------· (b) Women __ .L __ tJ_. ____ ._ (c) Youth --·------~-¥-·-···-···-·--------
Was a county commitee report prepared and released during the year? (a) Yes-------·-----·--··-··-······-·---------------· (b) No ··-·------·----------=:: _______ . _____ _
Extension organization and Oounty agricultural planning I planning 1 
~ W 00 
Total 1 
lg~ ~';~~:m:;:~:tion agents~~~~: __ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~ ~:~-~~-: _____ ~-:~:_:::_ ~ ~~~~~~ ~~ ~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~ ~~~~  ~ ~~~~~~~~  47. Days devoted to line of work by-(3) Agricultural agents.·-----·----···-----·-------·--·-·-·--··--·-···---··-··········--··-----------·-··--· ----·-3-_ --··· ( 4) State extension workers·---···---·--···-··-····---·------·· -··------··--·---·-·----· ······-·--·--·-··-·---·--- - ---·--:3 __ I~--· 
48. Number of planning meetings held.·---·--·-·-·-·---·-·---·-------·--------{ (l) County . ·-·---·--· ------·----------·--·-·····-·-···-·--·-------··---·------f -·-·-·-·-
(2) Community-- · -----·----- ----·-······-···············-· .... . _J . ':f: ••••••••• ___ _ 
49. Number of unpaid voluntary leaders or commiteemen assisting this year ____ ···----·-----··---·---------------········-----·-····---·-----______ }. Z...... .
50. Days of assistance rendered by voluntary leaders or commiteemen_ -----·--·-·-·---·--·-·---···-·· ··-·-____ ______ . _ _ J._:l-.}( ····· 
1 Where extension program planning and county agricultural planning (over-al planning) have been completely merged Into a single program-planning activity, only oolumn (c) should be filed out. Where extension Pl'Ol'Bnl planning Is the only planning activity, the entries In oolumns (a) a.od (c) wil be Identical. In al other cues column (c) i the sum of colwnna (a) and (b). l&-380'1""'4 
Include al work with adults, 4-H Club mronbers, and older youth Com (o) 
CROP PRODUCTION (other than for family food supply) 
Wheat 
(b) 
Other cereals 
(e) 
Legumes 
(d) 
Pastures 
(e) 
Coton 
(J) 
Tobacco 
(g) 
Potatoes and other vege-tables (h) 
Fruits 
(I) 
Other crops 
CJ) 
51. Days devoted to line of work by- ). (1) Home demonstration agent•;_ _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ) ________________________________ _ 
(2) 4-H Club agents _____________________________________ __________________ q ___________________________________________________________________ ---,. ~--________________ -------· 
(3) Agricultural agents ______________ j .. ?f--____ .:27 ____ --· l.J _!3-----i/J-) _______ _L/._~ --_____ ? K _____ ---1.) ---_____ ;J,. _ ---________ 1..) --· -------------· 
(4) State extension workers _____ ------------f ·----------·------· -________ 5' ____ ----~----------·-----------------______________ ,., 
52. ~~~~ ~ c~~~t:t1~s ~~;,hich -___ __/ t) -----_______ j_ ___________ I_ 1J -·--I j --· ____ .)3 ----I if _____ -----·--·---'· r-· ________ __I ______ --------· 
53· N ~:=i~~:~~nn~~ltfoc;\~rsd;~ror _ ···-/ -~-------·-/ / ---_____ _/ L/ ----~ J ____ ·--~ / ---____ _/ -r _________ _I ________ --d. J ____ ·----·-·----------
54. Number of larme11 misted !his year in-
(1) O~~:!no~~t:!:o~:~;~rie---c16 ·------Lf __________ cJ ~ --·-J j -6 -_____ ol.,_ J ___ --I± i-------------/ c./ ____ ---· ~ -----------
(2) The use of lime ___________________ / _______________ ,L-------f' -----dl._/ --_____ &Lo-- -------- ------------z--·----------------
(3) The use of fertilizers _________ ./ / )J ---___ .). __ 1.J --· ______ 2 I _____ ------i-3 -____ A ~ -__ ).__;. f-______ j __________ o2</. ___ ----------·-------
~ ~ ~:~:: !~:o::ts.~ ~ ~~~~~~  ::~~:lf ~:: ::::V :: :::::::: :::::::: :::~ 7 :: :::_ /:::: : 11 ~)J .: :~::::::: :::::::: 
(6) Controling noxious weeds ______________________________ · _u _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
(7) Controling rodents and other animals __________ ---··-·------______________________________________________ -· _______________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION (other than for family food supply) 
Poultry Include al work with adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth Dairy catle Beef catle Sheep Swine Horses aud (Including Other livestock• mules turkeys) 
-~· (o) (b) (e) (d) (e) (f) (u) 
j
(I) Home demonstration agents ___________________________________________________________________________________________ --~-7 ____________________  
55. Days devoted to line of work by-<2) 4-H Club agents ____________________________ -:!__3. _____ ·--/ -~---·----·----~-:/.,. . ·---~---·--;-v-----·-·-·-· --
~ ~ ~~:~~~:~i:!e:~rkers:::::::: :: ; : o::: :::: '7 ::: :::::::: :: 2/ :: ::~:::-::: :: ~:-::: :::::::: 
56. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year _________________ --1-~---· ______ j,~---_:: ________________ _! __ '?:!_ ___________ {_ ---___ !__£ _____ --------
57. Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen assisting this year _____________ J ______________ {___________________________ /.~---________ { _____________ 1/. _____________________  
58. Number of breeding circles or clubs or improvement associations organized O {) or assisted this year __________________________________________________________________________________________ 0 ______________________________________ ·------·-· ----·----_______________  
59. Number of members in such circles, clubs, or associations _________________________ --------~------________ Q _____________________________ (2 ______________________ ---------------· ----------------
60· N~!fst:d0:J:r;it!~ ife!;i~:e;1r\no~~~;~:s re~~r~~~;1?~!f;:~{s-~~~~-~~~:!~~~-________ Q ____________ Q ______________________________ Q _____ --------· ----------------
61. N umbe(l)f 6~~~~~:s;:ir!~i~~;-~~-=---------------------------------------------_______ J_ _____________ l_ _______________________________ {e ____ --------· ________________ --------· 
(2) Obtaining purebred or high-grade females ____________________________________ _(/__ ___________ } _______________________________ 2-!_ _________________________________________________ _ 
~ ~ ~!:a:~:/~::o~~:~;e:~i~:by chicks (including hatching eggs) __ x _L_ xV x __ x _ i xf x __ x _ x _ x _ x _ x__ x _ x :_ V. _ xJ x _ x_ --,/;-"£-_ xx _ x _ x x _ 
(5) Controling external parasites __________________________________________________ _j O _________ _/ __ l.) _________________________ I_ 7 _________________ , -__ ~/ 2J _________________ _ 
(6) Controling diseases and internal parasites _____________________________________ .3-____________ -3. _____________________ .d._3_9-______________________ jf.f. __ ~--______________ 
(7) Controling predatory animals __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ :7 'I I __________________  
1 Do not Include rabbits, game, and fur animals, which should be reported under wldlfa. 111--28074-t 
CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES1 
Include al work with adults, ~H Cluh members, and older youth Soil and water (a) Forestry (b) Wildlife (c) 
62. Days devoted to line of work by-( 1) Home demonstration a gen ts ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
~ ~ ~!c~ :!~g:: ts _________________________________________________________________________________________________ v/ _________________________ 7 _ 3__________________________ ______ _.,) 5-< 4) State extension workers _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ __________ . ______________ 
63. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year ___________________________________________________ ':{ ____________________________ _)_:= __________ -----------------
64. Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen assistivg this ye~r ____________________________________________ 7 ______ __ ___________ ____ _t__f_ ___ 
0 
________ 
1 
___________ __________________ _ 
Soil and Water-Continued 
65. Number of farmers assisted this year-
( a) With problems of land use _________________ _ 
(b) In the use of crop rotations __________________ _ 
(c) With strip cropping _____________________________ 
(d) In constructing terraces ____________________ ___ _ 
(e) In grassing waterways or otherwise pre-
venting or controling gulies ______________ _ 
(f) With contour farming of cropland _________ _ 
(g) In contouring pasture or range ______________ 
(h) In the use of cover or green-manure crops _ 
~7 
__________ /. 7 -------
~ 
I 
3 --- - ------------
--------1 ------
(i"J In otherwise controling wind or water erosion.___________________________________________ _ ______________ 0 ___________ _ 
(}) In summer-falowing ___________________________ _ 
(k) In making depth-of-moisture tests _________ _ 
(l) With drainage __________________________________ _ 
(m) With irrigation ___________________________________ 
(n) With land clearing ______________________________ _ 
66. Number of farmers-
(a) In soil-conservation districts which were 
assisted with education for organization 
or operations this year-----------------------
(b) Assisted in arranging for farm-conserva-tion plans this year __________________________ _ 
(c) Assisted in doing work based on definite farm-conservation plans this year ________ _ 
t Include nature study. 
_______________ <J ------
_ _____________ .;> __________ _ 
_______________ () ___________ _ 
0 I -
--------{) -------
_____________ o -------
------() ______________ _ 
Forestry-Continued 
67. Number of farmers assisted this year-
(a) In reforesting new areas by plantinp; with 
smal trees. (Include erosion-control plan tings) _________ _____________________________ _ 
(b) In making improved thinnings, weeci.ings or pruning of forest trees ___________________ _ 
(c) With selection cuting_. _____________________ _
(d) With production of naval stores _____________ _ 
(e) With production of maple-sirup products _ _
(J) In timber estimating and appraisal__ _______ _ 
68. Number of farmers cooperating this year in preven-tion of forest fires __ _______________________________________ _ 
Wildlife-Continued 
69. Number of farmers assisted this year-
(a) In construction or management of ponds for fish __________________________________________ _ 
(b) In protection of wildlife areas, such as 
stream banks, odd areas, field borders, 
marshes, and ponds, from fire or live-stock ___________________________________________ _ 
(c) In planting of edible wild fruits and nuts 
in hedges, stream banks, odd areas, and field borders ____________________________________ _ 
(d) With other plantings for food and pro-tection in wild-life areas ___________________ _ 
., 
_ ___________ J'"' ------
-------2.J -------/ _ ___________ l.:,_ _______________ -:i 
_ _________ Q .... --·-· 
0 ------3·------
-----I o _I __ ___ ____  
_____________ Q __________ 
___________ 0 --------
16--28074-3 
lDclude al work with adults, 4-H Club members, aud older youth 
Individual farm plannlng, Farm accoaats coat records, adjustments,• tenancy, Inventories, etc. and other management problems (o) (b) 
Farm credit (short aad long time) 
(c) 
Outlook information 
(d) 
(1) Home demonstration agents ___________________________ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------______________ 2.J _____ _ 
TO. ~.'~,·:.:~~~ 1:~ r2~:2::,k~:::::=:::::::::::= :::::::=:::: ::: :::: :: 0 ::=:=: ::::3=::::::: :: ::·; 0.::::: 
;~: : :: ~f •::.:~oo1;:;~.:~:•:,w:=,:::.'.'"'.:-;-;.;~· . .... .  . ... . ..... 2! ............ -·-·· .. . .. C... & ?-···-· yea1 ________________ _______ _______ ______ __ ___ ______ ________ ___ _ __________ ___ ___ _ __ ___ _ _ __ __ ______ ____ ____ ___ ___ ___ _ _ ____ ___ __ _ _____ _______ ___ __ _ _ __ ._ _ ______ ___ _ _____ ___ __ __ _ ____________________________ _ 
73. Number of farm-surveyl(a) Farm business______________ --------------------------- 75. Number of farmers assisted this year-Continued. 
:!o;c!~r: taken during ~:; ~ ~~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~  ~:=::::::::==~::: (e) In10~~=:-~~~~-~-:-~~~:-,:~-~~-~: ______________ d _________  
74. Number of farmersl(a) Farm inventory________________ ----------------------------- (f) With credit problems (debt adjustment J 
assisted this year in (b) General farm records________ ------------------------------ and financial plans)__________________________ ------------------------------keeping- . (c) Enterprise records___________ ------------------------------ (JJ) In using "outlook" to make farm adjust- ::) z 
75. Number of farmers assisted this year-- ments ----------------------------------------- ________ J / _________  
(a) In developing a farm plan only______________ --------------~-------------
(b) In developing a farm and home plan______ -----------------------------
(c) In analyzing the farm business ____________ _ 
(d) In improving landlord-tenant relations and leasing arrangements _________________ _ 
(h) With a farm-income statement for tax 
purposes-----------------------------------
(i) With farm-labor problems ___________________ _ 
(J) In developing supplemental sources of in-come __________________________________________ _ 
GENERAL ECONOMIC PROBLEMS RELATED TO AGRICULTURE 
Include al work with adults, 4-H Club members, aad older youth 
Price aad trade policies (prices, International trade, Interstate trade barriers, transportation, Interegional competition, etc.) 
(a) 
Laud policy and programs (classllcation or land zon-ing, tenure, land develop-ment, setlement, public-laud management, etc.) 
(b) 
Public lnaace and services (taxation, local govern-ment, facilities such as roads and schools for rural areas, etc.) 
(c) 
0 
::::~~ : ?£ :::: 00 
______________ tp ___________  
Rural welfare (rural-urban relationships. part -time farming, problems or peo-ple In low-income areas mi-gration, population adlust-ments, rnral works pro-grams, etc.) (d) 
76. ~::, ~::, ·{~ t12;:.~ .. ====::::=::~ ::::::::::: ::: ::::::::::=:::: ::::=: . :::::::: ::::::::::=:=::: 
77. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year _________ ------------------------------·-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
78. Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen assisting this year __ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
79. Number of tours conducted this year to observe economic and social conditions in various land use areas ______________________________________________ _ 
80. Number of local groups (town and county oficials, school boards, tax colectors, assessors, etc.) assisted this year in discussing problems of local 
government, public finance, and farming conditions related to these problems _______________________________________________________________________________ _ 
81. Number of displaced families assisted this year in finding employment (agricultural and nonagricultural)----------------------------------------------
82. Number of nonagricultural groups to which any of the above economic and social problems have been pr~sented and discussed this year ________ _ 
1 Include al work on farm adJustmenta condocted In cooperation with A.AA aad other agencies, aad not deflnltely related to Individual crop or livestock production or marketing (pp. 6 and 9) or to soil management (p. 7). 1~8074-l 
Include all work with adults, 4-H Club members, and older 
youth 
(4) 
MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 
Grain and 
hay 
(b) 
Livestock 
and wool• 
(c) 
Dairy 
products 
(d) 
Poultry and Fruits and 
eggs t vegetables 
(e) (f) 
Cotton 
Col 
Forest 
products 
(h) 
Tobacco, 
sugar, rice, 
and other 
commodities 
(I) 
Home prod· 
ucts and 
crafts 
(f) 
PurchM!ng 
or farm and 
home BllP. 
plles and 
equipment 
(k) 
83. 
Days d;l~o~:~: ~:::::;::i:: agents_ .................................. .......... ............................ ·············· ·············· ··-·········· ····-······ ...]_/ ··· ·············· 
i:~ r2~::r.s:::k . ..:::::::: :J :: ::::::i :::: : : / i:::: ::::Yr::: ::::::'il ::: ::::: ( I :::: ::::_T:::: ::::::3::: :::::::::::: :::::::1 :::: :::::=::::::: 
84. N:a~ro:~u:~:t~7~n which work ...... f ........... f ........... , ... . __I. V .. .... / ~ ... ...... L/ ... ..... d. u ...... £ ....... - ......... / v .. ·············· 
85. Number of voluntary local leaders or 7 / / 4 I c1/ c; (?/ r 
committeemen assisting this year .... _ .................. ...... 1 ...... ..................... J ................... ······ "···· ...... /) ................................................ ··········-·· 
86. Number of new cooperatives 2 assisted in 
organizing during the year.·-··-······· ·· .............. ........................................................................................................................................... . 
87. Number of established cooperatives I as- / 
sisted during the year - ·-················· ................................................................. ............. .......................................................................... . . 
88. Number of members 2 in the cooperatives 
assisted during the year (questions 86 ~ l{ co 
and 87) ········ ········ ····-··············· .............. ............................ ............. . ......... ....... .......................... ••..•....••.••............•..•..•...•.•... ......••..•... 
89. Value of products sold or purchased by 
cooperatives assisted during the year 
90. 
(questions 86 and 87) 2 • ••••••• •••••• • ••••••• $_........ .. $.. ......... $........... $........... $. ...... .... $. ......... . $. . .. ...... . $..... ...... $........... $l·~~2L-0'-J $ ••••••••••• 
Number of farmers or families (not mem-
bers of cooperatives) assisted during J.... -<./, (,, ~ t)) .,. j... ~ 4- o a ) ,,. [ ~ (;, 3 tJ C/ 
the year ......................................... ..J. ...................................... ·······+····· .... 3 .............................................................. ........................... . 
91. Value of products sold or purchased by 
, .. p 
u,I, f'·r 
J'L, lj, 
$ •.....••••• 
farmers or families involved in the pre-
ceding question............................. ..... lY\ u ~-'i · f>'-
o"3• ,o 
$.' ········· $~.~~,,~.'!. $$.u~.~ $6!.tt?!!.~ $.7.~X~~~ $........... $........... $1.fP-i2J. $ ••.... ••••• 
92. Number of private marketing and distributing agencies and trade groups assisted this year_ ...... . . .... .................................. ............ .... . 
93. Number of programs I pertaining to marketing agreements, orders, surplus removal or Lend-Lease purchases assisted in or conducted this year_ 
94. Number of marketing facilities improvement programs I participated in or conducted this year ...... ·-················································· 
95. Number of marketing surveys assisted with or conducted this year·-···-·············-···························· ······························ ··········· 
96. Number of special merchandising programs a participated in or conducted this year ................ ... ............ ........................... ................ . 
97. Number of consumer information programs a pertaining to marketing and distribution participated in or conducted this year .................... . 
98. Number of programs I relating to marketing services and costs of distribution conducted this year ..... ................................................. . 
99. Number of programs I relating to transportation problems conducted this year .... ·-··················· ······································ · ······· 
100. Number of programs I relating to the specific use of market information conducted this year .... _ .................................. .......... ..... . ...... . 
101. Number of other marketing programs I conducted this year (specify) .........•.......... ...... ... ............................................ ........... .......... 
1 Include livestock, poultry, and hatching eggs purchased ror breeding replacement, or feeding purposes. 
• Where a cooperative o.ssoclatlon serves more than one county, lncluae only the membership and proportionate volume or business originating In the county covered by tbls report. 
• Orsanhedplecesorwork. 
0 
I . . I .......... . 
----- -- -- --------- ---------- --
.............. 0 ........... . 
. ............. J ............. . 
. .•........... / .... ......•... 
0 
.............. {) ............ . 
---------------- -----------. -. 
0 
102. 
103. 
104. 
HOUSING, FARMSTEAD IMPROVEMENT, AND EQUIPMENT 
Include al work with adults, ~II Club members, and older youth The house, furnishings, and surroundings 
(a) 
Rural electriJ'lcatlon 
(b) 
Farm buildings 
(c) 
Farm mechanical equipment (d) 
Days devoted to line of work by- ',l. V ~ 
(1) Home demonstration agents. ________________________________________ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------_______ _ 
1:; r:~~;:;:,km ==-~~===:~:=:: ::=:::::: :::::: ,: 'i,-:::: :::::: / ~:_:::=: :::::: / j_::::: :::::~ t:::::: 
Number of commumties m which work was conducted this year _______________________ z_____________ ---------------_______________ j _____________ --------{-------
Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen assisting this 4' {j; I ( / 4 
year_____________________________________________________________________________________ _ _________ ef.:._/ _ _ ___ ____  __  ___  ____ __  _ ____ __ ___ ___  _____ ___  __ ___ ___ ___ __  _____ __ _ ______________ {_ ___________  
The House, Furnishings, and Surroundinas-Continued 
105. Number of families assisted this year in- ---------7 -----
Rural Electrification-Continued 
106. Number of associations organized or assisted this 
year to obtain electricity _______________________________ _ 
(a) Constructing dwelings ______________________ _ 
(b) Remodeling dwelings _______________________ _ 
. (c) Instaling sewage systems __________________ _ 
(d) Instaling water systems _____________________ _ 
(e) Instaling heating systems ___________________ _ 
(f) Providing needed storage space ____________ _ 
(g) Rearranging or improving kitchens _______ _ 
(h) Improving arrangement of rooms (other 
than kitchens) ______________________________ _ 
(i) Improving methods of repairing, remodel-
ing, or refinishing furniture or furnish-ings ____________________________________________ _ 
(J) Selecting housefurnishings or equipment 
(other than electric) ______________________ _ 
(k) Improving housekeeping methods _______ _ 
(Z) Laundry arrangement ________________________ _ 
(m) Instaling sanitary closets or outhouses. __ 
(n) Screening or using other recommended 
methods of controling flies or other insects __________________________________________ _ 
(o) Improving home grounds ____________________ _ 
(p) Planting windbreaks or shelterbelts ______ _ 
_______________ r_ o----
-------(./, -'8' ----j '4, ----------3----
------------------/ O ~-
--------~ <./ ----
-----~ -;)_ j -----
--------7 I -----o 
-------7 __ J ~~~~~~ ______________ <':/_ (;. ----
t,) __________ 3 %'/, ________  
-----------------t) ________ _ 
107. Number of families assisted this year in-
(a) Obtaining electricity ________________________ _ 
(b) Selection or use of electric lights or home 
electrical equipment _______________________ _ 
(c) Using electricity for income-producing 
purposes _______________________________________ _ 
Farm Buildings-Continued 
108. Number of farmers assisted this year in-
(a) The construction of farm buildings _______ _ 
(b) Remodeling or repairing farm buildings __ 
(c) Selection or construction of farm-building 
eq ui pmen t ____________________________________ _ 
_ __________ 1:v ______  
_ ________ Ia 3 ----
________ i{_~--f ---5 
1 
_ __________ ,:;l -7 _________  
Farm Mechanical Equipment-Continued 
109. Number of farmers assisted this year in- ________________ 7 _________  (a) The selection of mechanical equipment.__ 
(b) Making more efficient use of mechanical eq ui pmen t ____________________________________ _ 
110. Number of farmers folowing instructiom in the 
maintenance and repair of mechanical equipment this year ___________________________________________________ _ 
111. Number of gin stands assisted this year in the beter 
ginning of coton __________________________________________ _ 
___________ .(/ </ _______  
J;)J ---------------________________ J _________  
10-28074-1 
112. 
113. 
114. 
Include all work with adults, 4-H Club members and older youth 
NUTRITION AND HEALTH 
Home production of family 
food supply 
(a) 
Food preservation and 
storage 
(b) 
Food selection and 
preparation 
(c) 
Other health and safety 
work 
(d) 
Days devoted to line of work by: 
(1) Home demonstration a.gents ____________________________________________ ------------------------------ __________ cd _/ ___________ ___________ } _)- _________ ------------------------------
(2) 4--H Club a.gen ts ________________________________________ ....... _____________ . ____ ______ ___ ___ __ _ __ ______ __ _ _ ___ ___ __ _ _____ ___ _ __ ___ ___ __ _ ___ ___ ______ ___ _ __ ______ ____ _ _ ___________________ _________ _ 
(3) Agricultural a.gents ________________________________________________________ _____________ g. _____________ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------------
( 4) State extension workers ___________________________________________________ ----------------- ------------- -----------,-- '6------------ -------- _______ c
7 
___________ ------------------------------
Number of communities in which work was conducted this year ____________________ 5_ ______ ___ _____ -~--------------------------- __________ __ ( ___ Q _________________ ________________________ _ 
Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assisting this year ______________ <j. ________________ ----------~-¥------------ -----------~--</.. ____________ ------------------------------
115. Number of families assisted this yea.r-
___________ _j-0 5 -----l==1=15=(g=)=-====:;==F=O=O=D=P=R=E=S=E=R=V=A=rT=I0=N=B=Y=A=D=U=L=T=S==;======= (a) In improving diets ________________________ _ 
(b) With food preparation_ ________________ _ 
(c) In improving food supply by ma.king 
changes in home food production 1 __ 
(1) Of vegetables ___________________ _ 
(2) Of fruits __________________________ _ 
(3) Of meats _________________________ _ 
( 4) Of milk_ _________________________ _ 
(5) Of poultry and eggs __________ _ 
(d) With home butchering, meat cutting 
or curing ______________________________ ___ _ 
(e) With butter or cheese making ________ _ 
(f) With food preservation problems 1 __ _ 
(1) Canning _________________________ _ 
(2) Freezing __________________________ _ 
(3) Drying ___________________________ _ 
( 4) Storing ___________________________ _ 
(i") In producing and preserving home 
food supply according to annual 
food-supply budget ___________________ _ 
(j) In canning according to a. budget __ _ 
(k) With child-feeding problems _________ _ 
(Z) In the prevention of colds and other 
_ __________ _ ;;--- 0 j - -----· l!'ruits Vegetables Meets end fish 
W W 00 
0 1. Quarts canned_ ____________ .:;-'P _ 7/ __________ _/ / 7 _ '-7. 6 ___________ ______ / -~--~-,5-~- -----
--------- <,/_?-_t; ________ _ 2. Gallons brined ____ :_ ---------------------- -------- ------------------------------ -----------------------------· 
-------- 4_ :L _% __ ______ _ 
_________________ t) ----------
3. Pounds: Dried 2 5 _ ------------------------------ ____ __________________________ ------------------------------
4. Cured 3 6 __ ------------------------------ -------------------··--------- ______ _3_ cJ o 5-..5 - __ _ 
() 5. Stored.. ___ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ____________________________ _ 
-; _Cf _________ _ 6. Frozen•-- ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ______________________________ """' 
7. Number of different families represented by the above figures _____________ / O / ________ '"" 
_______________ v ___________ _ 
D 
_ ______________ O ------------ i==l=l=5(=h=) ====F=;O;=O=D=P=R=E=S=E=R=V=A=T=I=O=N=B=Y=4=-=H=C=L=U=B=M=E=M=B=E=RS===== 
_ _______ Jj-%---------- Fruits Vegetables Meats and fish 
_ ________ /..f-Q ____ ______ 
1 
__________ 
1 
_____ (,::a,..._) ___ 1 (b) (c) 
Quarts canned ______ '~~----(__~_=J_=-~------ ______ 5-:._?__~!__ _____ :: ________ 9-: ~ _ _y ______ _ --·------------0 ------------ 1. 
-------------··-0 ------------ 2. 
3. 
4. 
-------------- 0 ------------ 5. 
______________ 5..) ------------ 6. 
Gallons brined ___ ___ ------------------------------ ----------------------------·· ------------------------------
Pounds: Dried 2 6 __ _ ------------------------------ _____ _____________________ _________________________________ _ 
Cured 3 6 _ --------- --------------------- ____ __ ________________ _____________________________________ _ 
Stored.. ___ -----·-------------------·---- ------------------------------ ____________________________ _ 
Frozen • __ ----------·------------------- __ ---------------------------- ---------------------------------------/.u 3 ____ ______ -------'-------'----,---,-------==----'-- ---
common diseases_______________________ ------------------------------
( m) With positive preventive measures to improve health (immunization for typhoid, diphtheria., smallpox, etc.) __________________________ _ 
(n) With first-aid or home nursing ___________________________________________________________________________ __________ ______________________________________________ _ 
( o) In removing fire and accident hazards ___________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________ _ 
116. Number of schools a.s.sisted this year in establishing or maintaining hot school lunches ___________________________________________________ · ______ _____________ _ 
117. Number of nutrition or health clinics organized this year through the efforts of extension workers ________________ ___________ __ ___ _______________________ _ 
1 Sum of the suhltems minus duplications due to families participating in more than one activity. 
• Weight of finished product art.er drying. 
• Weight of product before curing. 
• Include contents or locker plants and home freezer unlta. 
1 Do not Include vine-matured pees end beans. 
1~074-4 
CLOTHING, FAMILY ECONOMICS, PARENT EDUCATION, AND COMMUNITY LIFE 
Include all work with adalta, 4-H Club memberll, and older youth 
Home management 1- Clothing and textlles Family relationships-child Recreation and 
family economlcs development oommwuty life 
00 00 00 00 
ll& I?!':.':~:~;· / 1;i f ~§~~;:~~··'" ::::::=:::=::::::::=~:: ::::::::::: / S:::::::::: :::::::::::::: / ::::::::::::: :::::::' /: V ::::::::::: :::::::::::t ; ::::::: 
119. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year _________________ __(_y _______________________ _/_'7.-!._ _______________________ /._J:)_ _________________________ / __ 5(" _________ _ 
120. Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assisting this year ______________ 2d_ _______________________ !__y _____________________ g},_~------------- -------------~_/ _________ _ 
Home Mana1ement-Famlly Economics--Continued 
121. Number of families assisted this year--
(a) With time-management problems _________ _ 
(b) With home accounts __________________________ _ 
(c) With financial planning _______________________ _ 
(d) In improving use of credit for family 
living expenses _____________________________ _ 
(e) In developing home industries as a 
means of supplementing income _______ _ 
122. Number of home demonstration clubs, other con-
sumer associations or groups assisted this year with 
cooperative buying of-
(a) Food_ __________________________________________ _ 
Clothin1 and Textiles--Continued 
127. Number of families assisted this year with-
(a) Clothing-construction problems _____________ _ 
(b) The selection of clothing and textiles _____ _ 
14'.' f 
_ _________ / j -v ______ _ 
/o I (c) Care, renovation, remodeling of clothing__ -----------------· ___________ _ 
128. 
(d) Clothing accounts or budgets.._______________ ------------------------------
Family Relationships-Child Development-Continued 
Number of families assisted this year--
(a) With child-development and guidance 
problems ___________________________________ __ _ 
(b) In improving family relationships _________ _ 
133 
_ __________ /J3 ________ _ 
129. Number of families providing recommended cloth-
ing, furnishings, and play equipment for children 
.... 
(b) Clothing _________________________________________ _ this year ---------------------------------------------------- ---- -------------------------- t-:> 
(c) Housefurnishings and equipment ___________ _ 
(d) General household supplies __________________ _ 
123. Number of families assisted this year through coop-
erati ve associations I or individually, with the 
buying of-
130. Number of different individuals participating this 
year in child-development and parent-education 
programs: (a) Men. __________________________________ _ 
(b) Women _________________________________ _ 
131. Number of children in families represented by such 
individuals ________________________________________________ _ 
(a) Food_ ____________________________________________ _ Recreation and Community Life--Continued 
(b) Clothing _________________________________________ _ 
(c) Housefurnishings and equipment ___________ _ 
(d) General household supplies __________________ _ 
124. Total number of different families assisted this year 
with consumer-buying problems (includes ques-
tion 123 (a), (b), (c), and (d) minus duplications)_ 
125. Number of families assisted this year with "making 
versus buying" decisions ________________________________ _ 
126. Number of families assisted this year in using timely 
economic information to make buying decisions or 
other adjustments in family living_:-------------------
N oTE.-lndividual families and groups assisted with selling problems should 
be reported in column 0), page 9. 
132. Number of families assisted this year in improving 
home recreation. ___________________________________________ _ 
133. Number of communities assisted this year in improv-
ing community recreational facilities _________________ _ 
134. Number of community groups assisted this year 
with organizational problems, programs of activi-
ties, or meeting programs _______________________________ _ 
135. Number of communities! (a) Club or e-0mmunily houae_ _______ _ 
assisted this year in (b) Permanent camp _______ _ 
establishing- (c) Community rest rooms_ 
136. Number of communities assisted this year in pro-
viding library facilities ___________________________________ _ 
137. Number of school or other community grounds im-
proved this year according to recommendatione __ _ 
1 The house-It! arrangement, equipment, and furnishings, Including kitchen lmprov~ments and care of the honse-ls reported under "The house, furnishings and surroundings," p. IO. 
1 Includes question 122; also families buyln11: tbrou11:h marll:etin& cooperatlvee, organued or assisted, oolumn (t), p. 9. 
_ _________ _J_5 -g __ _ 
I 2J 
-------------- __ j__ ----------
/ 
SUMMARY OF 4-H CLUB BOYS' AND GIRLS' PROJECTS 
(One club member may engage in two or more projects. The sum of the projects is therefore greater than the number of different club members enrolled) 
Project Number of boys Number of girls Number of boys Number of girls Number of units Involved In 
enrolled enrolled oompleting oompletlng oompleted projects 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (t) 
138. Corn __________________________ __ _________________________________ ___________ <?{_ 9 _______________________________________ / __ ';? _________ ------------------------ ------------- d- J _____________ Acres 
139. Other cereals ______________________________________________________ ----------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ -------------------------------------- Acres 
140. Peanuts ______________________ _ _____ ___ ___ _____ __________ ____ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ __ ____ _ _____ ____ _ _ ____ ____ _ ___ _ __ _ _______ _ __ ____ ___ ___ ___ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ ____ __ _ __ __ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _______ _ ______ __ ____ _ _ ___ ____ __ __ Acres 
141. Soybeans, field peas, alfalfa, and other legumes ________ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ -------------------------------------- Acres 
142. Soil and water conservation ___________ -------------------------- __________________ ______ _______________ --------, ________________________________________________ -------------------------------------- Acres 
143. Potatoes, Irish and sweet __________________ ____________________ ___ ------------------------ ------------------------ ---------------- ________ . -· -- ------------------- ----------- --------------- --------- -- Acres 
~::: ~:~~C:0~-------------------------------------------------------------· _____________ 7 _________ __________________________ ____ ___ _/ _______________________________________________ • __ £ ________________ ~~::: 
: :~. =:.~::::,: tro,k and eanning e,opo ................. L . .5_:~ ..... . ...'!.~.=!: ...... .... ~.Q......... . ~~.:'::.... . ....... :~.J.r?:~ ........... !:: 
149. Other crops (including pasture improvement)------------· ________ 7 T;'7------ ------~---------------. -------------------- ---- ------------------------ ------------------------------------- Acres 150. Poultry (including turkeys) ________________________________ ____ _ --------7--T--------- _______ ,2-._3__<]. _____ -------~--1-------- __ __ ___ ( __ '::'.' __ 3. _______ -----------8:-3__<:!__q ____________ Birds 
~:~. ~:!;:::i~:le ---------------------------------------------------------- --------2-?------- ------------------------ ------- ---- 7 --------------------------------- ---------------- /3_ --------!::: 
~:!. ~~=-----------------------------------------------------------------_____ __ SJ ________ ------------------ _____ __ ____ A ~-:.>' ___________________ -----------! _______________ __ 3 _3 ________ ~=:~ 
155. Horses and mules ___________________________________________ -------- ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ----------------------- ' --------------------------------- Animals ~ 
155a. Rabbits ____________________________________________________________ ------------------------ _______________________________________________________________________ --------------------------------- Animals 
156. Other Ii vestock _________________________ ____________________ _______ _ ------------------------ ____________________________________________________ __ __________________ ------------------------------- __ Animals 
157. Bees __ . _____ . --------------------------------------------------------· ------------------------ ------ ,------------- ________________________ , ________ /J ____ C:, _____ --------------------------------- Colonies 
158. ~eaut1fication of home grounds _____________ ----- ------------· _____ ___________________ -------~--3--1----- _____ __________________ T __________ _( _______ ____ x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
159. Fores try _________________________ . _____ . ___ -__ --_. _ -- -___ . --_ -------- ________ ____ ____________________________________________________________ . __ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ ________ ___ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ ___ __ _ _ _ _ __________ __ _ _ Acres 
160. Wildlife and nature study (game and fur animals) _____ __ ___ ___________________________________ __________ ____ ___ _______ ______________ ___ ________________ x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
161. Agricultural engineering, farm shop, electricity, tractor _ __ ______________________ 
1 
______ ___________ ___ _________ _________________________ ________________ _ _ f ----------------------- Articles made 
l------------------- Articles repaired I 
162. ~arm man~gement _______ ~--------~-----:-:~-------------------· ------------------------1------j-------------- ------------------------ -----:i----2-·----- x --~--~J_J_J/_ ~:al: p:n:e: 
163. Food selection, preparation, an /or a mg _____ _____ __ ________________________________________ 2_ ___ f ______________________________________ L__________ __ { ,, -;: .::; ,..:1 / _________ __ ___ 
3 
______ Meals served 
164. Food preservation. (Include frozen foods) ____________________ _____ ______ _______ __ _ ------------"'--~---- __ ________ _____ ___________________ ___ s.,. ________ __ (__q__~ __ 'l_ _____ Quarts preserved 
165. Health, home nursing, and first aid _________________________ _ ------------------------ ------~--3_ _ _/. _________ ____________________ -----~-.!._-"--------- x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
165a. Child care ___________________________________________________________ ------------------------ _____________________ ____________________________ __ _____________________ x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
166. Clothing __________ ________________________________ --------------------------- - ------------ ------~ _j _j ---- ------------------------ ___ __ ,.;2 _IC, _____ _\ {----j--f-£.z---~-- Garments made ___ ---=- __ Garments remodeled 
167. Home management (housekeeping) ___________________________________________ ______ ____________________________________________________________________________________________ _______________ Units 
168. Home furnishings and room improvement __________________ ________ ___ ____________ _____ J __ j __ f ______ ____ _______________________  2_-f __ (..,,, _________ {-------2(._j_;------------- Ro_oms 
_____ ______________ ___________ Articles 
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TERMINOLOGY 
If extension reports are to convey the intended information, it is important that the terminology employed be that 
generally accepted by members of the extension teaching profession everywhere. Precise use of extension terms is an 
obligation each extension worker owes to the other members of his or her profession. The following definitions have been 
approved by the United States Department of Agriculture and by the Association of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities. 
DEFINITIONS OF EXTENSION TERMS 
1. A community is a more or less well-defined group of rural people with common interests and problems. Such a group 
may include those within a township, trade area, or similar limits. For the purpose of this report, a community 
is one of the several units into which a county is divided for conducting organized extension work. 
2. A cooperator is a farmer or homemaker who agrees to adopt certain recommended practices upon the solicitation of an 
extension worker. The work is not directly supervised by the extension agent, and records are not required, but 
reports on the success of the practices may be obtained. 
3. Days in field should include all days spent on official duty other than "days in office." 
4. Days in office should include time spent by the county extension agent in the office, at annual and other extension 
conferences, and on any other work directly related to office administration. 
5. Demonstrations as contemplated in this report are of two kinds-method demonstrations and result demonstrations. 
A method demonstration is a demonstration given by an extension worker or other trained leader for the purpose of 
showing how to carry out a practice. Examples: Demonstrations of how to can fruits and vegetables, mix spray 
materials, and cull poultry. 
A result demonstration is a demonstration conducted by a farmer, homemaker, boy, or girl under the direct supervision 
of the extension worker, to show locally the value of a recommended practice. Such a demonstration involves a 
substantial period of time and records of results and comparisons, and is designed to teach others in addition to the 
person conducting the demonstration. Examples: Demonstrating that the application of fertilizer to cotton will 
result in more profitable yields, that underweight of certain children can be corrected through proper diet, that the 
use of certified seed in growing potatoes is a good investment, or that a large farm businesB results in a more efficient 
use of labor. 
The adoption of a farm or home practiel! resulting from a demonstration or other teaching activity employed by the 
extension worker as a means of teaching is not in itself a demonstration. 
6. A demonstration meeting is a meeting held to give a method demonstration or to start, inspect, or further a result 
demonstration. 
7. A result demonstrator is an adult, a boy, or a girl who conducts a result demonstration as defined above. 
8. An extension school is a school usually of 2 to 6 days' duration, arranged by the Extension Service, where practical 
instruction is given to persons not resident at the college. 
9. An extension short course differs from an extension school in that it is usually held at the college or another educational 
institution and usually for a longer period of time. 
10. A farm or home visit is a call by the agent at a farm or home at which some definite information relating to extension 
work is given or obtained. 
11. Farmers (or families) assisted this year should include those directly or indirectly influenced by extension work to 
make some change during the report year as indicated by: 
~
1) Adoption of a recommended practice. 
2) Further improvement in a practice previously accepted. 
3) Participation in extension activities. 
(4) Acceptance of leadership responsibility. 
(5) Or by other evidence of desirable change in behavior. 
12. A 4-H Club is an organized group of boys and/or girls with the objectives of demonstrating improved practices in 
agriculture or home economics, and of providing desirable training for the members. 
13. 4-H Club members enrolled are those boys and girls who actually start the work outlined for the year. 
14. 4-H Club members completing are those boys and girls who satisfactorily finish the work outlined for the year. 
15. A project leader, local leader, or committeeman is a person who, because of special interest and fitness, is selected to 
serve as a leader in advancing some phase of the local extension program. A project leader may be either an organi-
zation or a subject-matter leader. 
16. A leader-training meeting is a meeti~g at which project leaders, local leaders, or committeemen are trained to carry 
on extension activities in their respective communities. 
17. Letters written should include all original letters on official business. (Duplicated letters should not be included.) 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
An office call is a call in person by an individual or a group seeking agricultural or home-economics information, as a 
result of which some definite assistance or information is given. A telephone call differs from an office call in that 
the assistance or information is given or received by means of the telephone. Telephone calls may be either incoming 
or outgoing. 
A plan of work is a definite outline of procedure for carrying out the different phases of the program. Such a plan 
provides specifically for the means to be used and the methods of using them. It also shows what, how much, 
when, and where the work is to be done. 
An extension program is a statement of the specific projects to be undertaken by the extension agents during a year 
or a period of years. 
Records consist of definite information on file in the county office that will enable the agent to verify the data on ex-
tension work included in this report. 
The older rural youth group is primarily a situation group, out of school, at home on farms, not married or started 
farming on their own account, and mostly 16 to 25 years of age. 
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SUMMARY OF ACTIVITms AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
General Activities 
Days agents spent in office••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 132! 
Days agents spent ln field•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 48~ 
Days worked by agents••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 613 
Miles traveledo•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••l7981 
Different farms visitedo••••••••••••••••••o•oo•••••••••• 
Office calls at agent's office•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Telephone calls at agent's office••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Meetings held or attended••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Attendance at these meetings ••••• •• •••••• ••• •• , ••••••• ••. 
Number communities in which work was conducted •••••••••• 
Number farmers conducting demonstrations•••••••••••••••• 
Number of voluntary community leaders assisting 
842 
510 
1578 
1593 
122 
6710 
18 
47 
with the program•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 119 
Project Activit1es and Results 
Agricultural Economics 
One county-wide outlook meeting and six comm.unity outlook 
meetings were held in the county with a total attendance of 226. 
A total of 293 loans amounted to $170,600.00 has been made to 
farmers in Bamberg County. There are 185 farm families under 
rehabilitation in the county and 35 tenant purchasers. 
Agricultural Engineering 
One Soil Conservation Tour was conducted in 1947 with 32 
farmers making the tour. Two dynamite ditching demonstrations 
were held with 29 farmers attending. Plans were furnished farm-
ers for 9 dairy barns, 2 poultry houses, 5 silos, 12 brooders, 4 
purpose barns, 7 hog self-feeders, 1 tobacco barn and 3 calf creeps. 
Agent assisted farmers through recommendation in improving and car-
ing for farm building. Seven farmers constructed dairy barns accord-
ing to plans furnished by Clemson College. Assistance was given 
farmers in securing rural electrification on their farms. '!'W'o farm 
machinery schools were held with an attendance of 103 farmers and 
4-H club members. 31 farmers were given assistance in the care and 
repair of farm machirery during the year. 3 farmers were given 
assistance in setting up their tractor equipment for corn planting. 
One blue lupine seed harvesting, 1 cowpea seed harvesting and 1 
crotalaria seed harvesting demonstrations were heldo 
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Agronomy 
One county-wide and eight community meetings were held 
in the Spring of 1947. These meetings were attended by 226 
farmerso TVro tours were conducted in Bamberg County in 1947. 
On June 18th., 21 farmers made a tour to the Edisto Experiment 
Station at Blackville, and on June 2nd., 38 farr...ners spent one-
half day in observing permanent pasture demonstration, cotton 
poisoning demonstrations using BHC and DDT and crops following 
winter cover crops of blue lupine and austrain winter peas. 
Nineteen Bamberg County farmers completed five-acre cotton 
demonstrations with 17 turning in records. A total of 18,600 
pounds of improved seed were secured direct from the breeder. 
Three farmers completed four corn production demonstrations. 
Six hybrid corn demonstrations were completed. The agent 
assisted 12 farru.ers in securing 952 pounds of seed corn direct 
from the breeder. Two oat demonstrations, two eye demonstrations, 
and one barley demonstration were completedo A cooperative seed 
order was made up by the agent for 104 farmers consisting of 
56,800 pounds of seed. During the yea:r., 107,333 pounds of Soil 
Building Seed were planted. 212 acres of land were planted in 
·alta fescue seed. The agent assisted t,relve farmers in es-
tablishing new grass for their present pastures. There are two 
permanent pasture demonstrations in the countyo 
Animal Husbandry 
A total of 25 purebred boars were placed in 1947 and 28 
purebred gilts. A total of 2382 head of hogs were treated for 
cholera in 1947 by the State Veterinarian I)epartment. 324 head 
of cattle were treated for hemorrhagic septicemia by the state 
Veterinarian. There were 83 head of club calves and 90 head of 
pin cattle shmm at the Edisto-Savannah Fat Stock Show and Sale. 
73 head of hogs were shown. 14 four-H beef calf club demonstrations 
were carried out. 
Dairying 
Three purebred daicy bulls were placed with 3 new dairymeno 
139 bred dairy heifers were placed with 11 dairymen. 67 dairymen 
attended a two-day dairy school held in Bamberg on March 4-5. 
On April 11th, a dairy meeting was held in Bamberg with an attend-
ance of 14 Bamberg dairymen. 226 dairymen from Bamberg and the 
adjoining counties attended a dairy meeting on Oct. 30th at Bam-
berg. One demonstration was conducted with dairymen in the pro-
duction of silage. There is approx:iJ!late~ 2500 gallons of milk 
being produced in Bamberg County a day which means that dairying 
now is bringing approximate~ $500,000.00 a yea:r to the dairymen 
in this countyo 
j, 
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Entomology and Plant Pathology 
Farmers were encouraged to use dust treatment on cotton seed. 
The extension horticulturist and the county agent set up two demon-
strations on watermelons using torlate. A campaign on the use of 
1-1-1. Poison for the bo 11 weevil was conducted. Three demon-
strations were conducted with the use of Benzene-Hexachloride and 
DDTo Farmers were as s isted in the control of cattle grub and screw 
worms. Information was given on the use of DDT. The county and 
home agent conducted two rat control campaigns in Bamberg County. 
In the first campaign J.668 pounds of bait was mixed and distributed 
to 556 farm families. In the second campaign, 714 pounis of bait 
was mixed for 238 families. 
Forestry 
A total of 92,000 pine seedlings were ple,nted by 13 fannerso 
one pulp-wood thinning demonstration was carried out. An Arbor 
Day Program was presented at the Olar School by the 4-II club mem-
bers with 204 presento Nine woodland examinations were made on 
1415 acres of land. 124,280 feet were selectively markedo 
Four-H Club Work 
Five 4-II clubs were organized in 1947 with 193 members en-
rolled. 103 demonstrations were completed which gave a percentage 
of 53%. These completed demonstrations totaled a value of $9682.09 
with a profit of $3877016. A total of 62 boys and 2 local leaders 
attended the 4-II club camp at Camp L:mg, the week of July 28th. The 
4-II Club Acr...ievement Day was held on February 15th ?Tith an attendance 
of 236 four-II club members and 42 visitorso Patrick Copeland of 
Ehrhardt showed the Grand Champion Steer at Edisto-Savannah Fat Stock 
Showo On May 30th, 350 four-II club members and their parents attend-
ed a banquet at the Bamberg High School Gymnasium.o 
Hor ti culture 
Sweet potatb work during 1947 consisted of one education meet-
ing which was held at Denmark vTith an attendance of 26 interested 
farmers. One curing house was converted this year. 79 carloads of 
cucUI:1bers were shipped out of Bamberg County during 1947. Two 
farmers completed records on cucumber production. 29'2 cars of 
watermelons were shipped from Brunberg County during 1947. TW'o farm-
ers completed records on watermelon production. 
, 
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Marketin_g 
A total of 9 head of hogs were bought farm families in the 
county. 145 head of dairy heifers were purchased. 56,800 pounds 
of lespedeza seed were purchased for farmers in 1947. 310 bushels 
of cotton seed, 2,055 pounds pasture seed, 36 pks. of louse powder, 
13 busbesl of seed corn, 100 pks. of nitrogen inoculation, 100 lbs. 
of crotaluria seed, 1,000 pounds of serecia lespedeza seed, 100 lbs. 
of rape se.ed, 20 lbs. of lidino clover, 5,ooo pounds of blue lupine, 
5700 lbs. of BHC & DDT and 1668 pounds of rat bait. The purchases 
of seed and farm products for farmers amounted to $38,226.81. Farm-
ers were also assisted in the sale of $984,976.63, of seed and farm 
products in 1947. 
Poultry 
Poultry culling demonstrations were given at all 4-ll club 
meetings. One Turkey Grazing Demonstration was completed in the 
county. 
Visual Instruction 
Educational motion pictures were used at 60 meetings w.i.th an 
attendance of 3979 people, of this number there were 39 four-H club 
meetings with an attendance of 3376 members and 21 adult meetings 
with 653 fa.rm men and women present. Slides were used at one farm-
er Is meeting in Bamberg County with an attendance of 31 fa.rmerso 
Publicity 
There were 1053 individual letters written to farmers in the 
county, 23 circular letters with 9095 copies mailed, 31 press articles. 
published, 1418 bulletins distributed and 33 radio programs made. 
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COUNTY EXTENSION ORGANIZATION 
Present Extension Staff 
R. Co Hubbard, Jr., County Agent 
Marie Lambert, Home Demonstration Agent 
t .. w .. Hutto, Farm Iabor Assistant 
I. County and Community Organization of Volunteer Farm and Home 
~aders 
1. County Agricultural Committee: 
a. The County Agricultural Committee consists of 18 members 
of farmers and farm women from various sections of the county. These 
members were selected because they were recognized as leaders in their 
communities and because they agreed to assume this leadership in their 
com.rnunities in carrying out the various programs of work. The members 
of this connnittee were selected by the Extension Agents in the county 
in cooperation in a few instances with other agricultural agencies. 
b. Li.st of Members of County Agricultural Committee: 
J. Bo Guess, Jr • ., Denmark Mrso Angus Kearse, Ehrhardt 
o. L. Copeland, E..~rhardt G. Eo Bamberg, Bamberg 
st. Co P. Guess, Denmark J.M. Goodwin, Smoaks 
B. Ro Clayton, Ehrhardt L. Vf. Hutto, Govan 
Uo G. Milhous, Denmarl<: c. w. Rentz, Bamberg 
Eo D. Bessinger, Olar G. M. McMillan, Bamberg 
Mrso Pearl Still, Bamberg Miss Iois Goodwin, Smoaks 
Mrs. J. Ho Pearson, Bamberg Mrs. N. Bo Rhoad, Branchville 
Mrs. J. A. Jennings., Bamberg Mrs. J. Bo Varn, Bamberg 
The Executive Committee is composed of J.B. Guess, Jr., Den-
mark., Mrs. Angus Kearse., Ehrhardt., and Oo L. Copeland., Ehrhardt. From 
the County Agricultural Committee., Mr. J.M. Goodwin, Mrs. J. A. Jennings, 
and Mrs. J. B. Varn were elected to represent Bamberg County as members 
of the State Agricultural Committee. 
The Marketing Committee is composed of Mrs. Angus Kearse, Ehrhardt, 
G. M. Neeley, Deno.am, and J.M. Goodwin, Smoaks. 
Another Committee which was organized for the purpose of advising 
returning veterans who are planning to purchase farms in the county is 
composed of o. L. Copeland, Ehrhardt, Ha Mo Rentz, Bamberg, J. Fo Lan-
caster, Govan, Co M. Chitty, Olar, and Go M. McMillan, Bambergo 
c. It is in reality the County Agricultural Committee who guides 
and directs the agricultural activities of the county. A definite pro-
gram of worlc is reconn:nend.ed as well as ma.ey other matters which are 
handled by this com.mi ttee from time to time. 
" 
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2. a. Community Agricultural Committees: 
In the Spring of 1941, the county was o~ partically orga-
nized into communities. In the Spring of 1942, the organization was 
completed which consists now of 19 communities with a leadership of 
127. Each leader has from ten to fifteen farm families he or she is 
responsible to work with. Due to deaths and families moving out of 
communities the list of leaders is changed from time to time, and 
new leaders are appointed by recommendation from the leaders in that 
community. 
Communities 
Binnicker 
Briar Creek 
Buford Bridge 
Colston 
Ehrhardt 
Ghents Branch 
Govan 
Hampton 
Hopewell 
Hunters Chapel 
Kearse 
!£:les 
Little swamp 
Oak Crest 
Oak Grove 
Olar 
Spring Branch 
st. Johns 
3o Campaigns Handled Through Voluntary leaders in 1947 
lo Seeding Fall Grains: Farmers were encouraged to use 
heavier rates of seeding and applications of fertilizer at time of 
seeding this fall in an effort to help meet the grain shortage. This 
program. has been carried to the people of the county by the comnnmity 
and neighborhood leaders. This program has been handicapped due to 
the bad weather which we have experienced. 
2. Rat Control Campaign: The rat control program was carried 
to each community and proved to be one of the most successful campaigns 
yet handled by the voluntary leaders. In the t1¥0 campaigns which they 
conducted 538 farm people placed applications and received 1669 pounds 
of rat bait. These leaders secured the orders then destributed the 
bait in their communities. 
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3. Farm Labor Program: The success of the Farm labor 
Program has been due primarily to the work done by the coIIDil.unity 
and neighborhood leaders. These ]e aders have done an excellent 
job in keeping their neighbors informed regarding the labor pro-
gramo They have also been instrumental :in getting certain har-
vesting jobs done by encouraging their neighbors to cooperate in 
the exchang:ing of labor and arranging schedules for custom work. 
Following is a suzmna.ry of the labor program ,vhich the leaders 
have been instru.mntal in working a success. 
As a result of these efforts 215 farmers made requests for 
one type or another for seasonal work and 35 farmers asked for 
year-round workers. These requesting fanners asked for a total 
of 3582 seasonal workers, and 20 year-round workers. These efforts 
also caused 190 women and 185 youth to register for farm work, and 
during the period JJ9.5 placements were made for men, 1423 women, 
784 children, making a total of 3602 placements. 
The Farm labor Assistant placed 22.5 workers on ]Jl farms in 
cultivating crops. The main work, however, was that of harvesting, 
165 farmers were assisted in cutting 2855 acres of grain, 102 fann-
ers in threshing 10,060 bushels of grain, 165 farmers in picking 
248 bales of cotton, 44 farmers in breaking 5210 bushels of corn 
and 30 farmers in baling and piling 810 tons of hay• 
The labor Assistant worked 307 da;}rs, 52 in office and 255 in 
field. The total visits made were1i94, 112office calls, teI'ephone 
calls 61, letters typed ]32 1D.llil8grapned 'letters 2, articles publish-
ed 4, meetings attended '2'5"; with attendance at tliese meetings 2622, 
anatraveled 8033 miles.- -
Much farm work was done by those who would not register that 
is not shown in these figures, and much more work was done by labor 
on the farms because of the labor Program publicity. Due to the 
visits of the Labor Assistant f amers were helped to better use 
the labor they had. 
Farmers' requests for labor 
Workers ordered by farmers 
Average number of workers needed 
Number of workers registered: 
Men 50 
Women 190 
Youth 185 
Total 425 
Seasonal 
215 
3582 
190 
Year-round 
35 
20 
25 
Placements: 
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Men JJ95 
Women 1423 
Youth 784 
Total 3602 
On February 4th, a Fann Machinery School was held at Denmark, 
having 64 enrolled. On February 4th, a Fam Machinery School was 
held at Ehrhardt having 39 enrolled. 
Days worked - 307 
Days in office - 52 
Days in field - 255 
Total visits made - 494 
-Calls at office - 172 
Telephone calls . - 61 
Cultivation work: 
letters Written 
Circular letters 
Articles published 
Meetings attended 
Attendance, meetings 
Miles traveled 
- ]J2 
2 
4 
25 
... 2622 
- 8033 
Farms worked - 131 Man days - 225 
Grain cutting: 
Farms worked - 165 Acres cut - 2 805 
Cotton picking: 
Farms worked - 165 Bales picked - 248 
Grain threshing: 
Farms worked - 102 Bushels threshed - 10,060 
Corn harvested: 
Farms worked - 44 Bushels harvested - 5,210 
Hay baled: 
Farms worked - 30 Tons baled - 810 
4. Winter Cover Crops: With the shortage of fertilizer, 
especially nitrogen, a special campaign was launched this fall in an 
effort to grow a part of the nitrogen needed. This campaign was a 
big success with the largest acreage of w.inter cover crops ever 
seeded. This campaign was handled through the voluntary leaders and 
their efforts were largezy responsible for the success of this cam-
paign. As a result of this campaign, the P.M.A. has issued purchase 
orders for 29,400 pounds of Austrian Winter Peas, 201 280 pounds of 
Blue lupine and 2,900 pounds of vetch with the seed which was brought 
over right by the f armers, we have by far the largest acreage ever 
seeded. 
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PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND RESULTS 
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 
Work in agricultural economics in 1947 included outlook meetings 
and cooperation with fann credit agencies. 
outlook Meetings: One county outlook meeting was held at the 
County Court House on January 21., at which time the Agricultural 
Economist presented the outlook information to ll.9 farm men and women 
of the county. Following this ineeting, the County Agent held outlook 
meetings in 6 communities with a total attendance of 107 farmers. 
The farmers of Bamberg County are coming more to rely on out-
look information through the Elctension Service as a guide in their 
farming operations. Many farmers say that with this information., 
they can do a much better job in plarming their operations for the 
coming year, since it gives them a better idea of what to look for 
in availability of various things necessary to produce a crop as 
well as what the demand is likely to beo This has been especially 
true in relation to fertilizer and seed as well as the demand for 
increases in various food crops. 
Cooperation with Farm Credit Agencies: The Extension Service 
has cooperated with the Production Cp9dit., Federal Land Bank., and· 
the Emergency Seed Loan offices serving the county. This cooperation 
has been largely that of informing the people of the services of 
these organizations., and in furnishing the organizations with factual 
information when possible. 
Summary !Pana Made by Production Credit Agencies 
No. 
Agency Farmers 
Barnwell Production Credit Association 118 
Farm Home Administration (operating loans) 175 
TOTAL 293 
Amount 
$124,600.00 
46.,000oOO 
$ 170,600000 
The Fann security Administration has 185 farm families under 
rehabilitation in the countyo In addition to this there are 35 tenant 
purchasers. The Extension Agent has cooperated with the County Super-
visor in conferences, meetings, and in furnishing agricultural infor-
mation. 
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AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
Agricultural Engineering work during 1947, included soil. 
conservation, furnishing farm building plans, rural electrifi-
cation, farm machinery, and the harvesting and ginning of cotton. 
Soil Conservation 
Soil conservation work for the year was conducted in 
cooperation with the Edisto Soil Conservation District which in-
cludes Bamberg County. Soil conservation meetings and demon-
strations were held in cooperation with the soil conservation 
technicians working in the county. 
Tours and Demonstrations: One soil conservation tour was con-
ducted in 1947 with 32 farmers making the tour. On this tour, 
we observed pasture demonstrations, kudzu plantings and serecia 
plantings. M a result of this tour, three fanners attending, 
established permanent pastures and three others made plans for 
seeding kudzu next spring. 
Two demonstrations with dynamite ditching were held during 
1947 with 29 farmers attending. There is quite a bit of interest 
in this type work since one of our biggest problems in pasture 
work is proper drainage. 
SUmmary of Educational Soil Conservation Work: Follol'd.ng is a 
sum.11ary of the Education Activities in connection with soil con-
servation work duli ng 19471 
Swmnary of Extension Educational Activities in 
Connection with Soil Conservation Districts 
lo No. group conferences Elctension and SOS technicians in county 5 
2o 
3o 
a. Attendance at these conferences 26 
No. community meetings with Soil Conservation District work 0 
a. Attendance at these meetings 0 
No. field meetings O 
a. No. method demonstrations establishing practices 0 
1. Attendance O 
b. No. meetings at demonstrations (ovservation) l 
1. Attendance 32 
No. farms on which county agent assisted with soil con-
servation farm planning 
Informational material on soil conservation 
a. No. informational circular letters 
b. No. informational news articles 
c. No. bulletins (soil conservation) distributed 
d. Noo radio programs (soil conservation) 
Soil conservation program with 4-H clubs 
No. contestants 4-H soil conservation contest 
10 
1 
7 
224 
2 
0 
0 
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Summary of Extension Educational Activities in 
CoIU1ection with Soil Conservation Districts (contin.) 
8. No. demonstrations to establish farm drainage 2 
a. No. acres drained 126 
9. No. demonstrations maintenance drainage ditches 0 
10. No. demonstrations establish cover of summer or winter 
annuals or perennials for soil conservation 0 
llo No. method demonstrations fanner-built terraces 0 
a. Attendance O 
12. No. method demonstrations terrace maintenance 0 
a. Attendance 0 
]J. No. organized communities in county for soil conservation O 
a. Noo farms in these comm.unities 0 
Fann Buildings 
Farm Building Plans: Farm building plans prepared by the Extension 
Agricultural Engineering Division were furnished to farmers for the 
construction of the following listed farm buildingsa 
Summary Farm Building Plans Furnished Farmers 
Building 
Silos 
Dairy Barns 
Poultry houses 
Brooders 
General purpose barns 
Hog self feed.era 
Tobacco barns 
Calf creeps 
TOTAL 
Number 
5 
9 
2 
12 
4 
7 
1 
3 
4.3 
.. 
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The Collllty !gent was called on to make recommendations as 
to locations of dairy barns and also to make certain suggestions 
from time to time during their construction. 
Care and Repair of Farm Buildings: The agent was called upon from 
time to time regarding the repair of farm buildings. His assistance 
in most cases was t.~at of making suggestions as to the best arrange-
ments of the barns. Assisted one farmer in converting a shed into 
a dairy barn for the production of Grade A milk. 
Mrs. E. n. Bessinger of Olar, was assisted in converting a 
store room into a sweet potato storage house. 
Dairy Barns: There were seven new dairy barns constructed in 1947. 
The agent and dairy specialist assisted these far1rers in making 
plans for these build~s and in furnishing plans for their con-
struction. A sunnnary of the cost records on these barns follows: 
Cost Records on Dairy Barns 
Noo 
Name Address Material Cows Cost 
Ruby Gibson Denmark Concrete blocks & frame 4 $ 400000 
J. H. McMillan Branchville Concrete blocks 20 2000.00 
J. w. Carter Ehrhardt Concrete blocks 28 2500.00 
w. P. Willia.ms Govan Concrete blocks 20 1500000 
H. Ko Brabham. Bamberg Concrete blocks 20 5000000 
McKeva Ray Bamberg Concrete blocks 30 5000.00 
Fender Bros. Ehrhardt Concrete blocks 24 1500000 
These barns were built to meet the requirements of the Charleston 
Board of Health for the production of Grade A milk and are proving en-
tirely satisfactory. 
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Rural Electrification 
Work in connection with the rural electrification program con-
sisted of advising farmers how they might·secure electricity for their 
farms. Also advised farmers concerning electrical equipment for the 
farm. 
Fam Machinery 
Two farm machinery schools were held in Bamberg County during 
1947. In the morning of February 4th, a farm machinery school was 
conducted at Ehrhardt with an attendance of 39 farmers and their 
tractor operators. In the afternoon of the same day, the school 
was held in Denmark with 64 farmers and their operators present. 
These schools are proving to be quite profitable with tractor 
owners and many of them said that their operators learned more at 
these meetings than they had been able to teach them over a period 
of years. one operator ma.de the statement that his repair bills 
had been cut in half since his operators attended this school. 
Farm F,quipment and Structures 
Silos: The agent assisted three new dairymen in securing three new 
concrete stone silos and ma.de recommendations as to the construction 
of a concrete watering trough for cattle. 
Care and Repair of Farm Machine9": ThirtY""'One farmers were given 
assistance in the care and repair of farm machinery during the year 
and ad.vise and help was given four others in purchasing new equip-
ment. 
Mechanical Com Production: Three fannera were given assistance in 
setting up their tractor equipment for com planting and cultivation 
yields on this mechanical~ produced com compared quite favorab~ 
with the old methods of production. 
Harvesting and Ginning of Cotton: As a result of visits made by the 
coW1ty agent and cotton improvement specialists on ginning, the county 
installed dryers, cleaning equipment and new gin stands which gives 
us two modem gins with up-to~te ginning equipmento 
The agent also encouraged improved methods of handling cotton 
before carrying it to the gin. This was carried on through news 
articles and radio program.!:: ; 
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Seed Harvesting Demonstrations: With more combines coming into the 
county, more and more of our crops are being combined. This is es-
pecially- true of crotalaria. and cowpeas since the demand for seed of 
both crops is always strong in this section. Following is a summary 
of these seed harvesting demonstrations: 
Summary of Seed Harvesting Demonstrations 
Pounds Type 
Name Crop Acres Harvested Equipment Observation 
J. H. Carter Blue Lupine 3 
R. L Kearse Cowpeas 20 
J.B. Varn Crotalaria 6 
2400 
6500 
2100 
Allis Chalmers Combine Satisfactory 
Allis Chalmers Combine Satisfactory 
Allis Chalmers Combine Satisfactory 
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AGRONOMY 
Agronomy work for the year consisted of demonstrations and 
educational work with each of the major agronomy projects. Summaries 
and results of demonstrations are listed according to the outline in 
program planning. 
Miscellaneous Activities 
Crop and Fertilizer Meetings: One county and eight conununi ty meetings 
were held in the Spring of 1947 at which time the outlook information 
concerning crops was presented along with the fertilizer information. 
These meetings were attended by 226 farmers. At these meetings., the 
fertilizer situation was discussed and farmers were urged to purchase 
their fertilizer just as soon as possible. The new nitrogen materials 
were discussed along with their availability and uses. The agent assist-
ed eight farmers in working out formulas for home mixing. 
Tours: Two tours were conducted in Bamberg County in 1947. On June 18th., 
twenty-one farmers from Bamberg County made a tour of the Edisto Ex-
periment Station at Blackville to observe the cotton and com work being 
done. They were especialfy interested in the cotton mechinization work 
being carried on at the Station. 
On July 2., 194 7, thirty-eight f anners from Bamberg County spent 
one-half day in observing permanent pasture demonstrations., cotton poison-
ing demonstrations using BHC and DDT., and crops following winter cover 
crops of blue lupine and austrian winter peas. 
Cotton 
Five Acre Cotton Dnprovement Demonstrations: Nineteen Bamberg County 
farmers entered the Five Acre Cotton Dnprovement. Contest with seventeen 
of them turning in records on same. The value of the cotton in these 
demonstrations were fi.::,<YU.red on a flat $.33 for the lint and $70 a ton 
for the seedo These figures may be slightly out of line in some cases., 
showever for general information, they are sufficiently accurate for 
comparision. A sununary of these demonstrations follows: 
Summary Results Five-Acre Cotton Dnprovement nemonstrations 
Lbs. Cost Lint 
Seed Lbs. Value Pro- Net Cost 
Name Cotton Lint Crop duction Profit Per lb. 
H. L. Free 11510 4255 l.65S.07 511.62 1146.45 12.2 
P. J. Zeigler 1008,5 3730 1453.32 534.70 918.62 J..4.3 
George Cogburn 1171.5 4334 1688.55 560.85 1127.70 12.9 
Mrs. E. D. Bassin- 8245 3050 1188032 443.75 744.57 14..5 
ger 
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SUmmary Results Five-Acre Cotton Improvement Demonstrations (continued) 
Lbso Cost Lint 
Seed Lbs. Value Pro- Net Cost 
Name Cotton Lint Crop duction Profit Per Lb. 
Thomas Hutto 9340 3455 13461)12 405.05 941.07 11.7 
Gilbert Smith 8175 3020 1177.02 422.50 754.52 13.9 
G. M. McMillan 8530 3156 1229.57 499.85 729.72 15.B 
Wilbur Free 8270 3055 1190.67 421.05 769.62 13.7 
H. M. Rentz 9770 3610 1406.90 468.80 938.10 12.1 
L. w. Croft 5020 2945 1147.55 397.50 750.05 ]J.9 
Fred Hutto 9'Z70 3425 1334.82 451.67 883.17 13.3 
Willie McConnick 6975 258o 1005.22 373099 631.23 l4o4 
Charlie Harvey 9785 3620 1410.37 517.20 893.17 14.3 
Reddick Grimes 8120 3000 1169.20 380.65 788.55 12.6 
Harry Dowling 9035 3340 1302.22 420.56 881.66 12.2 
Solomon N:iJDmons 9'Zl0 3410 1328.30 317.57 1010.73 9.,3 
Johnnie Haynes 9525 3520 1371. 77 425.,50 946.27 12.1 
Avg. yield lint per acre=-576 County Avgo- 290 
Avg. value per acre- $263.62 Avg. cost per lb.- 13.1 
Co. avg. value per acre- 1947 prices- $120.40 Avg. percent lint- 37% 
The Five Acre Cotton Improvement Contest has been largeq re-
sponsible for the great improvement in the length of staple produced 
in Balllberg County through the use of improved planting seed and im-
proved cultural and fertilization practices. 
Following is a yearly sunnnary of the results of the five-acre 
cotton contest demonstrations in Bamberg County for the period 1935-1947: 
Summary Results of Cotton Contest Demonstration, 1935-1947 
No. Lbs. Lint Value Per Coat Profit 
Year Dems. Per Acre Acre Per Acre Per Acre 
1935 15 49'Z $ 72.12 $ 23062 $ 48.50 
1936 17 537 84.87 26.60 58027 
1937 18 418 44.21 26.21 18.00 
1938 32 396 44.17 23.63 20.54 
1939 48 56o 64.30 26.78 37.52 
1940 22 772 84,58 32035 52.23 
1941 12 6o5 134.12 32.67 101.45 
1942 10 572 J..41.40 44.08 97.32 
1943 11 664 155.50 50.43 105.07 
1944 13 771 199.53 73oll 126.42 
1945 10 618 145.45 68.]J 77.32 
1946 10 580 250.99 78.75 172.24 
1947 17 676 263.62 88.85 174.77 
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Improved Seed: Ea.ch year a campaign is conducted in an effort to 
get farroors to purchase enough breeder seed to keep Bamberg County 
farmers in good planting seed. This campgian is conducted through 
meetings, newspaper articles, radio programs and personal contact. 
Farmers securing these breeder seed save all of these seed for 
planting purposes and then the following year they will sell these 
second year seed to their neighbors at mill prices. In this way, 
we are able to keep good planting seed available in the county. 
La.st year 84 farmers purchased 18,6oo pounds of cotton seed direct 
from the breeder. These seed were coker 1s 100 wilt resistant which 
is the variety adapted by the County One Variety Association. 
Corn Production 
During 1947 the campaign to increase. the yield of com was 
continued. Three newspaper articles and five radio programs along 
with personal contacts were used to encourage the use of improved 
planting seed, improved fertilization and improved cultivation. 
Corn Production Demonstrations: Three farmers completed four corn 
production demonstrations, showing the value of soil building, good 
seed, proper spacing and proper cultivation. A swnmary of these 
records follows: 
Summary of Corn Production Demonstrations 
Buslieis Cost Cost 
Yield Per 
Name Acres in Bu. Acre 
c. M. Chitty 3 3/4 150 
U. Go Milhouse 20 76o 
U. G. Milhouse 4 140 
J. w. Copeland 10 580 
TOTALS 37 374 i63o 
Average production per acre- 43 .1 
Average value per acre- $75.42 
Average cost per bushel- 54¢ 
40 
38 
35 
58 
Value of 1947 crop per bushel- $1.75 
Pro- Per Value 
duction Bu. Crop Profit 
$117.00 $ .78 $ 265.50 $148.50 
412.00 .54 ]JJ0.00 918.00 
97.80 .69 245.00 147.20 
253.00 .43 1015.00 752.00 
I 879.Bo $2855.50 $196$.70 
County average bu. per acre- 14 
County average value per acre- $24.50 
These farmers produced an average of 43.1 bushels per acre as 
compared to a county average of 14 bushels per acre by following im-
proved practices. 
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!gbrid Com: Quite a bit of interest is being shown in hybrid coma. 
AB yet, no hybrid has been found bard enough to resist weevil damage 
so that it can be stored.; however, farmers are finding that hybrid 
varieties are excellent for hogging down since it yields heavier and 
stands up under drought better than our old field varieties. A 
summary of these demonstrations follows: 
Summary Hybrid Com Demonstrations 
Variety 
Funks G714 
McCUrdys 1001 
Woods S210 
Funks G714 . 
McCurdys 1001 
Woods S350 
Yie 
Per Acre 
35 
31 
40 
58 
40 
45 
Remarks 
Weevil damage light 
Weevil damage heavy 
l'leevil damage medium 
Weevil damage light, stood up well under 
drought. 10 days earlier 
Weevil damage heavy, drought resistant 
Weevil damage light 
Dnproved Seed Com: The county agent assisted twelve farmers in se-
curing 952 pounds of seed corn direct from the breeder. Each yea:r 
farmers in various sections of the county purchased purebred planting 
seed which enables us to keep up the seed stock in the county. In go-
ing over the county, you can easily recognize the results of these 
improved seed. 
Small Grains 
Oats Production: Two demonstrations in the production of oats were 
completed. A summary is given as follows: 
Summary of Oats Demonstrations 
Name Variety 
L. o. Brabham Full Grain 
Thos. Hutto Full Grain 
TOTifs 
AVERAGE PER ACRE 
Yield in Cost 
Acres Bushels Cost Per Buo Value Profit 
50 
25 
75 
1 
3500 
1775 
5275 
70.3 
$1295.oo 
746.oo 
12041.00 
27.22 
.37 $4375.oo $3080.oo 
.42 1775.00 1029.00 
J6I50.oo 34io9.oo 
38.7 82.00 54.78 
These demonstrations show an average yield of 70.3 bushels per acre 
as compared with a county average of 20 bushels. The cost per bushel in-
cluding land rent., fertilizer., man., mule., and tractor labor, threshing and 
etc. was 38.7 cents per bushel and made a net return of $54.78 per acre 
to the growerso 
.. 
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With the increased number of livestock and the shortage of 
labor as well as feed crops, small grains are playing a bigger part 
in our agricultureo We are encouraging the use of a complete ferti-
lizer at the time of planting and the application of top-dressing 
earl.yo This campaign is being caITied on through news articles, 
circular letters, radio programs, demonstrations and personal con-
tact. 
Rye Production Demonstrations: Two demonstrations in the production 
of rye were completed in 1947. A summary of these demonstrations 
follows: 
Name 
Jo \f. Eubanks 
J. Fo Lancaster 
TOTALS 
AVERAGE 
Summary of Bye Production 
Bushels 
Yield Per 
VarietyAcres Bushels Acre Cost Value Profit 
Abruzzi 90 
Abruzzi 5 
95 
lA 
1620 
125 
1145 
18.4 
18 $2622.50 $4455.oo $1832.50 
25 134.50 343.75 209.25 
$2757.00 $4798.75 $2041.75 
18.4 29.02 50.51 21.49 
This record shows that farmers conducting rye demonstrations made 
an average yield of 18.4 bushels per acre as compared u., a county average 
of 10 bushels per acre. This rye was produced at a cost of $1.59 per 
bushel and valued at $2075 per bushel returned a profit of $17.33 per 
acre to the grower. 
Since rye is being planted so extensively in Bamberg as a grazing 
and cover crop, the demand for rye seed is very good and is proving u., 
be quite profitable. 
Barley Production Demonstration: One demonstration in the production 
of barley was comp!eted in 19470 A summary of this demonstration 
follows: 
' 
Summary o:t' Barley Production 
Bushe:G 
Yield Per 
Name Variety Acres Bushels Acre Cost Value Profit 
Jim F. Hiers Marretts 6 210 35 $]J3.30 $472 .50 $339.20 
AVERAGE 6.3o4 cents cost per bu. 22.21 78.75 53.53 
This record shows that farmers conducting barley demonstrations 
made an average yield of 35 bushels per acreo This barley was produced 
at an average cost of 63.4 cents per bushel and at a value of $2 .25 per 
bushel yield and average profit of $53 .53 per acre. 
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Iespedeza 
Interest in lespedeza both as a grazing and hay crop still 
continues to run high. A cooperative seed order was made up by 
the agent for 104 farmers consisting of 56,800 pounds of seed. 
These seed along with those which were harvested in the county 
gives us a sizeable acreage of lespedeza both for grazing and hayo 
113spedeza is gaining in popularity because it lends its self easil;y 
to mechinization and with the coming in of more automatic balers, 
this crop will continue to grm,. This crop is also being used 
extensive4" as a grazing crop since livestock relish it during its 
growing season or after it matures. 
legumes for Seed 
Crotalaria for Seed Production: One demonstration of crotalaria for 
seed production was compfeted in 1947. Harvesting of seed was accom-
plished by means of a combine. A summary of this demonstration 
follows: 
Swmnary of Crotala.ria for Seed Demonstration 
Name Acres Variety ll>s. of Seed ll>s. Per Acre 
J. Bo Varn 6 Earq Carolina 2100 350 
Crotala.ria is being used- intense~ as a sUI!Dller legume to cam-
bate wire worms and also as a summer cover crop. A nwnber of farmers 
are finding it profitable to combine seed for sale. 1200 acres of 
crotalaria were seeded by farmers in Bamberg County during 1947 for 
the first timeo 
Blue DJ.pine for Seed Demonstration: One demonstration was completed 
on blue lupine for seed. A summary of this demonstration follows: 
Summary of Blue Lupine For Seed Demonstration 
Na.ma Acres Variety Lbs. of Seed Lbs. Per Acre 
Jo H. A. Carter 3 Blue Illpine 2500 833 
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Blue lupine is gaining popularity very rapidly as a winter 
cover crop. Last year, five demonstrations were conducted in 
five different sections of the county with only" 3800 pounds of 
seed being planted in the county. As a result of these demon-
strations this year, farmers have purchased over 40,000 pounds 
of seed to be used as a winter cover crop. 
co,Ypeas for Seed Demonstration: One cowpea for seed demonstra-
tion was complete~ in 1941. A summary of this demonstration 
follmra: 
Summary of Cowpea for Seed Demonstration 
Name Acres Pounds of Seed Pounds fer Acre 
R. L. Kearse 20 7500 375 
Cowpeas are an old stand by, both for hay and soil building. 
L11 the last year or two, farmers have been planting peas to com-
bine for seed and this practice is proving u, be very profitable. 
In 1947, 6100 acres of land was seeded to cowpeas and tumed under 
as a soil building crop according to tbe records in the PMA office. 
Soil Building Crops 
Soil Building Crops: Work with soil building crops consisted of a 
campaign for summer and winter legwoos. Seven meetings were held, 
three newspaper articles were published and five radio programs 
were conducted. The community committeemen assisted with this 
campaign and meant a great deal toward its success. This program 
was conducted in cooperation with P.M.A. office and was one of the 
major projects selected by the County Agriculture CoJ1IDJ.ittee to be 
emphasi.Zed. 
As a result of the campaign, the following acreage and pounds 
of seed were used in Bamberg County during 1947 as taken from the 
records in the P.M.A • . office. 
TOTAL 
Austrain Winter Peas 
Hairy vetch 
Blue lJlpine 
Velvet Beans 
Soybeans 
35.,300 pounds 
2,900 pounds 
40,000 pounds 
24,BJJ pounds 
4.,320 pounds 
107,333 pounds 
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The following acreage of crops were turned under as soil 
building crops in 1947. 
TOTAL 
Crotalaria 
~spedeza 
Oats and Rye 
s,002 acres 
1,248 acres 
6,562 acres 
l2, 812 acres 
Farmers also used 704 tons of limestone and 527 tons of 
acid were used on these soil building crops and pastures. 
Permanent Pasture Demonstrations 
Permanent Pastures: The campaign for the establishment and im-
provement of permanent pastures in Bamberg County was continued 
during 19470 This campaign was handled through local leaders, 
circular letters, radio programs, news articles and personal 
contact. As a result of this campaign, farmers are becoming 
pasture conscience and are beginning to take an interest in 
establishing good permanent paatures. 
A great deal of interest was shown in the new fescues which 
were coming in the state, so the county agent established twenty 
demonstrations ranging in size from one acre to fourty acres in 
various sections of the county so that more could be learned 
about its adaption to our conditions. These demonstrations were 
seeded according to the recommendations sent out by the extension 
agronomist. Following is a list of those seed:illg Alta Fescue and 
the acreage seeded: 
Name 
W. F. Martin 
Jo F. Risher 
H.K. Brabham 
Clyde Sandife~ 
J • H. McMillan 
J. K. Mayfield. 
James B. Guess 
J. c. Johnson 
Ruby Abstance 
Jim F. Hiers 
V. o. Welch 
Ruby Gibson 
st. Claire Guess 
s. A• Merchant 
P. J. Zeigler 
List of Farmers Seeding Fescue 
Dr. T. M. Stuckey 
Dr. H.J. Stuckey 
A. W. Kinard 
Jim Gaskins 
J. H. A. Carter 
TOTAL 
Acres Seeded 
30 
10 
12 
5 
5 
5 
20 
5 
10 
10 
5 , 
10 
12 
40 
10 
12 
1 
3 
2 
212 Acres 
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The agent bas also in addition to this, assisted twelve 
fanmrs in establishing new dallis and white dutch pastures or 
fertilizing and liming their present pastures in order to get 
more grazing per acre. There are two permanent pasture demon-
strations in the county showing the effect of various ferti-
lizer treatmentso These pastures are on the farms of P. J. 
Zeigler, Bamberg, s. c., and c. R. McMillan, Ehrhardt, s. c. 
A summary of these two demonstrations including treatments 
and results obtained will be found on the following pages: 
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Po Jo Zeigler, Bamberg, s. c. 
10/9/45 
' #1 24"-32" I 600# SUperphosphate 
200# Muriate potash N 1 Nitrogen 
t 
to 
#2 1 go over 
1 Ton lime N 
6oo Superphosphate , ½ of the 
' area treated t #3 1500# Basic slag 
200# Muriate potash N 
t 
t 
#4 1 Ton lime t 
t 600# Superphosphate t N 
' 200# Muriate potash t 
t 
t 115 1 Ton lime 
200# Muriate potash N 
I I 
' I 
I #6 2 Tons lime 
' 1200# Superphosphate N ' 200# Mu.riate potash t I 
Previous treatment: 
1936: 1/2 ton lime 
1939: 1 ton 1illle 
1944: 2 tons lime 
no superphosphate or potash 
.. 
OBSERVATIONS: PASTURE DE1.10IJSTMTION 
County Bamberg Faro Paul J. Zeigler Location 3 Miles South, Bamberg, s. c. ----------
Soi l Type Grady Upland or Bottoral and Bottom.land Date Establlshed January, 1946 ---------
Date Checked Aug. 1, 1947 Observer R.C. Hubbard, W.H. Craven other Observers s. A. Redfearn 
E: 90-100 VG ; 80- 90 G: 70-80 S: 60- 70 P: 40-60 F : Failure- None -----------~-----'-------------------------------< 
G:rasses Legumes Condition - I 
' Blot Carpe t Les_pe ._ w. Free J,~verage 
• no. Treatment Grass DalU ~ .. \v. deza Clove 
_f.v. 
Vigor Weeds ·tv . Rating 
~ 1· LJ.IIl6 
1 1200# Super,: lbosph~ ~e V.G. G. V.G. o. s. G. v.o. V.G. V.G, V.G. 
200# M. Pcitc sh 
l. T LJJDB 
2 600# Superpt ospha1 e v.o. G. V.G. G. s. G. v.o. v.o. V.G, V.G. 
200# M. Pote sh 
J l T Lime G. s. G. s. P. s. G. V.G. G. G. 
6001 Superpl ospha~ ,e 
4 l T Ume G. s. G. s. P. s. G. v.o. G. G. 
200# M. Pot, sh 
5 l,SOO# Basic Slag V.G. G. V.G. G. s. G. v.o. V.G. 17 .G. V.G. 
200# M. Pot, sh 
6 600# Superp1 ~ospha t.e V.G. G. v.o. G. s. Q. V.G. V.G. V.G v.o. 
200# M. Pot, sh I . henarks: Sod has thickened up well this Season with great i ncrease lil Dallis grass. ~gumes- lespede~~ 
and white clover have also thickened and are in vigorous condition. 
' 
.. 
-
1 
rt, 
\J1. 
I 
OBSETNATIOUS: PJ1.STU11E DEi.101JSTMTI0N 
Count y _ _..;B_am_be ___ r.ig.__ ____ Far:ra c. R. McMillan Location _ __.;Eh=r~har=~d~t~,-=S_o~u_th:;:.....;C~a;r~o~l~in=a'--__ _ 
Soi l Typc_~G~r_a_&_..__ _____ Upland or Bottoraland Bottomland Date Established March, 1945 
Date Checked Aug. 71 1947 Observer R.C. Hubbar d, W.H. Craven Other Observers s. A. Redfearn 
E: 90-100 VG : 80- 90 G: 7fJ-80 S: 60- 70 P : 40-60 F: Failure-None 
' J?lot 
• no . 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
ner:iarks: 
Grasses Legumes Condit i on -
Dall tespe· . w. Free Average s ,i.v • Ji.v • 
~reatnent t,. deza Clove · Vigo r Weeds iAv. Rati ng 
1! T. Lime 
500# Superp: lOSpha ;e V.G. v.a. V.G. P. G. G. G. G. o. 
150# M. Pot lSh 
16 N. 
l½ T. Lime v.a. v.a. P. P. P. s. G. s. s. 
500# Supero. 1ospha ;e 
Check s. s. P. P. P. s. P. s. s. 
l½ T. Lime 
li T. Lime 
500# Superp 1ospha .,e V.G. V.G. V.G. P. o. G. G • G. G. 
150# M. Pot :i.sh 
·- -
I 
. n in l thi s Season a "'ter s 1011rin rather poor response to This pasture has developed outsta d g y g 
treatments during the 1945 and 1946 S~asons. Cattle are grazing very little on the check 
plot and the legumes here are poor. Severe potash def iciency on both check plot one and 
plot two-Vi gorous on other pl~ts. 
. 
-
-~ 
-
r 
;. 
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Animal Husbandry 
Animal husbandry extension work in Bamberg County in 1947 
consisted of educational demonstration work with slVine, beef 
cattle, Fatstock Show and the placement of purebred stock. 
The comity agent has cooperated very closely with Mr. John 
G. Clayton who lives in the colston community with his breeding 
and sales of purebred Duroc Jersey hogs. Through him, we have 
been able to place ma.n;r purebred boars and gilts with farmers in 
the county, and Mr. Clayton has been able to place purebred 
breedings tock tjlroughout the state with the assistance of the 
Animal Husbandry Division and county agents over the entire state. 
A record of these placings followsa 
Record of Purebred Boars Placed in 1947 
Name Breed Number Cost 
onzo Tessner Duroc Jersey 1 $25.75 
Jo H. Pendarvis Duroc Jersey 1 40.75 
H. Gibson Du.roe Jersey l 27.75 
G. s. Beck Duroc Jersey l 30.00 
He I. Ioadholt Duroc Jersey 1 50.00 
Marion Berry Duroc Jersey l 50.00 
W. Ro Hedden Duroc Jersey 1 25.75 
Homer Cwmnings Du.roe Jersey 1 27.75 
Carter Plantation Duroc Jersey 1 30.75 
c. c. Goodson Duroc Jersey l 25.75 
t. Tidwell Du.roe Jersey 1 30.00 
Ro E. Carter Du.roe Jersey 1 27000 
E. w. Shepard Duroc Jersey 1 27075 
c. t. Young Duroc Jersey 1 27.75 
Jo B. Wise Du.roe Jersey l 28.75 
Jack Walling Duroc Jersey 1 28.75 
t. R. Youmans Du.roe Jersey l 27.75 
A. t. Wells Duroc Jersey l 25075 
Will Kinard Duroc Jersey l 25.75 
C. Glenn Duroc Jersey 1 35.00 
w. L. Ioadholt Duroc Jersey 1 32.75 
L. E. P..ivers Duroc Jersey 1 32.75 
John Tatum Duroc Jersey 1 45.00 
So C. Crawley Duroc Jersey l 29.75 
A. lo Wells ])uroc Jersey 1 30.75 
TOTAL 25 $189.50 
\• 
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Record o:f Purebred Gilts Placed in 1947 
Name Breed Number Cost 
A.. He Pendarvis Du.roe Jersey l $25.15 
A.H. Pendarvis Duroc Jersey 1 40.75 
Clarence Glenn Duroc Jersey 1 35.00 
Hugh Turner Du.roe Jersey 1 28.75 
E. L. Ferns Du.roe Jersey l 40.00 
R. E. Knight Duroc Jersey 1 27075 
Billie McCoy Duroc Jersey 1 28.75 
David D. Hallman Duroc Jersey 1 28075 
G. Do Lanford Duroc Jersey 1 30.75 
M. Te Clayton Duroc Jersey 1 100000 
Larie Burbage Duroc Jersey 1 50.00 
Ewell Parnell Duroc Jersey 1 27.75 
Henry Gibson Duroc Jersey l 30.75 
w. Q. Eliott Duroc Jersey 1 25.75 
W. Q~ Eliott Duroc Jersey 1 25.75 
Mo Muckenfuss Duroc Jersey 1 27075 
Lo Adams Duroc Jersey 1 27.75 
E. Wo Morris Du.roe Jersey 1 25.75 
Haward Bridge Duroc Jersey 1 27.75 
J. F. Barrington Du.roe Jersey l 27.75 
T. Chambee Duroc Jersey 1 32.75 
J.eroy Kel:cy- Duroc Jersey l 28.75 
Bobby Davis Duroc Jersey 1 28.75 
Dan Drmvdy Duroc Jersey 1 28.75 
P. Po Gandan Duroc Jersey l 100.00 
Jo W. Burris Duree Jersey 1 27.75 
Ward Powers Duroc Jersey 1 20.75 
Charles Jones Duroc Jersey 1 20.75 
TOTAL 28 $971.25 
In addition to working with Mr. Clayton with his purebred 
sw-i_ne enterprise, the agent has assisted other farmers in purchas-
ing purebred boars and gilts in an effort to improve their swine. 
A record of these placings follows: 
Name 
L. W. Hutto 
James Chitty 
Herbert Rhoad 
Joe Henry Rhoad 
J.B. Smoak 
Jo L. Hartzog 
TOTAIS 
Boars Purchased, 1947 
Breed 
Poland China 
Poland China 
Hampshire 
o. r. c. 
Poland China 
Poland China 
Number 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
6 
Cost 
$20.00 
20.00 
.30.00 
30.00 
25.00 
15.oo 
$140.00 
' 
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Record of Placings of Purebred Boars, 1935-1947 
Name 
Year 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
TOTAL 
w. c. Huiet 
Joe Henry Rhoad 
TOTALS 
Number Placed 
0 
0 
0 
2 
6 
]J 
27 
17 
25 
21 
41 
47 
.31 
23'0 
Gilts Purchased, 1947 
Breed 
Hampshire 
o. I. Co 
Number 
2 
1 
3 
Cost 
3255.00 
Record of Placings of Purebred Gilts, 1936-1947 
Year Number Placed 
1936 10 
1937 0 
1938 2 
1939 18 
1940 25 
1941 29 
1942 24 
1943 27 
1944 24 
1945 50 
1946 55 
1947 31 
TOTAL 295 
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Hog Feed.int Demonstrationsa No hog feeding demonstrations were 
completed y :tanners in Bamberg County durlng 1947, however, 
the county agent has worked very closely with the farmers in 
encouraging more efficient production of pork by the use of 
more green grazing crops and the hogging down of com inter-
planted with soybeans. The production of hogs in Bamberg 
County is becoming one of the major sources of income as 
farmers are finding that hogs furnish a good market for 
their grain and also because they can also help to harvest 
the grain oropo 
Hog Market~: Due to the fact that faro auction markets 
operate in e county week:cy,, there is no demand by farmers 
for the marketing of hogs. It might be advisable for the 
market conditions to be improved upon, however, the farmers 
are well pleased with the present type of marketing and it 
seems to be filling their needs; therefore, we do not wish 
to interfere with the present market conditions until the 
producers become dissatisfied and these markets, and the 
only marketing of hogs that he has participated in directly 
is that of assisting in selling and purchasing purebred hogs 
for breeders and farmers in the county. 
MiscellaneoUB: A satisfactory system has been worked out 
amoung fanners in the county for an orderly treatment of 
their hogs. When a farmer wishes to have his hogs treated, 
he either writes or stops by the county agent's office and 
turns in the number of hogs that he has for treatment. The 
county agent then notifies the State Veterinarian and they 
work out a schedule and notifies the farmers which day they 
will come to treat his hogs. A copy of this letter is mail-
ed to the county agent's office. In this way, the fanner, 
the agent, and the State Veterinarian has a record of this 
work. The following table summerizes the hog cholera treat-
ment in the county from 1934-1947: 
Summary of Hog Cholera Treatment, 1934-1947 
Year 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
No. Hogs Treated 
1005 
1373 
1895 
1795 
1990 
2550 
J2S\S 
2864 
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Summary of Hog Cholera Treatment, 1934-1947(continued) 
Year 
1942 
191.u 
1944 
194.5 
1946 
1947 
TOTAL 
No. Hogs Treated 
2980 
4413 
2686 
223.5 
2560 
2382 
32024 
Parasites: One of our biggest obstacles in hog production is the 
internal parasite. In order to combat this parasite, the agent 
showed a film on the use of phenothiazine to six farmer groups 
and six 4-H club groups. As a result of these meetings, the 
supply of phenothiazine was soon exhausted in the county. Soon 
after this Sodium Florida came into prominance as a worm ex-
pellant and now nearly all of our swine producers are using 
Sodium Floride. This has been accomplished by setting up demon-
strations in each section of the county and one feed dealer is 
mixing Sodium Florida in his supplement for any famer so de-
siring. Farmers are well pleased with the results which they 
are obtainingo To date, no losses have been reported on the 
use of Sodium Florida. 
One demonstration was conducted w:i. th the use of Benzene-
Hexachloride for the control of hog mange. This demonstration 
proved to be very successful and will no doubt come into more 
prominant use. 
BEEF GATTIE 
Beef cattle work in 1947 consisted mostly of working with 
the Fat Stock Show and Sale and the feeding out of beef calveso 
Purebred Breeding Animals: Mr. J. L. Hartzog of Govan purchased 
a bull and three heifers to add to his breeding herd for $1000 .00. 
There are very few farmers in Bamberg County who raise their Ollll 
cattle. The common practice is to purchase feeder eattle in the 
Spring, run them on pasture _during the swmner and through the 
field in the fall and market them when they have cleaned the 
fields and have been stall fed from sixty to ninety days. 
4-H Beef Calf Club Work: During 1947, there were fourteen 4-H 
boys caITing out feeding demonstrations in the county. A summary 
of these records will be found under 4-H club worko 
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Cattle Grub Control: The county agent assisted fourteen farmers in 
securing cattle grub and louse powder to be used for the control of 
lice and warbles. The agent also gave seven demonstrations to the 
4-H club members in the county. 
Burdizzo Demonstrations: The county agent gave five burdizzo demon-
strations during 1947. 
Dehornin~ Demonstrations: The county agent gave two dehorning demon-
strations in 1947. 
HemoIThatic Septicemia: The county agent assisted five farmers in 
getting he State Veterinarian to treat 324 head of cattle for 
hemorrhagic septicemia. 
Fat Stock -Show 
The Edisto-Savannah Fat Stock Show was organized in 1944 to 
serve the counties of AllendaleJ Bamberg, Barnwell, Beaufort, Colleton, 
Jasper, Orangeburg and Hampton. This show was held in 1947 at Hem-
don•s Stock Yards at Fairfax on April 10-ll, 1947 in cooperation with 
the Ex:tension Service, Vocational Agriculture and Soil Conservation. 
A summary of this year's show follows: 
Summary of 1947 Fat Stock Show and Sale 
Individual Calves 
Number Average price 
Kind of cattle per hundred Weight Value 
Choice 20 $ 38. 70 20,595 $7,969.81 
Good 34 22.40 28,650 6,417.25 
Medium 21 20.44 15,565 3,182.33 
Commercial 8 18.02 5,175 932. 72 
TOTAL 8j $ 26.15 69,985 $18,502.11 
Pen Cattle 
Number Iverage price 
Kind of cattle per hu."ldred Weight Value 
Pens of 3 15 $ 22.59 JJ,o65 $ 3,0,1.37 
Pens of 15 15 22.19 55,275 12,267.63 
TOTALS 90 $ 22042 $15 ,3f9o00 
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SWine Exhibits 
Exhibit Number Head Weight 
Individual 180-225 5 1095 
Individual 226-300 9 2455 
Pens 3 180-225 24 4600 
Pens 3 226-300 15 3790 
Pens 10 180-225 20 3805 
TOTALS 73 15747 
Value 
$ 272. 72 
6oo.J.4 
ll03.62 
910.00 
917.87 
-$)8b4.35 
AVERAGE PRICE PER HUNDRED POUNDS ••••••••••• $24016 
Summary of Sale 
Average price 
Exhibits Number head per hundred Weight Value 
Individual cattle 83 $ 26.15 69,985 $ 18502.11 
Pen cattle 90 22.42 68,!340 15319.00 
TOTALS !TI m,,~; I I182I.n: 
Listed below are the 4-II club boys who showed cattle at the 
1947 Fat Stock Show and Sale 
Summary of 4-H Entries of Cattle from Bamberg County 
in 1947 Fat Stock Show 
Price per 
Name Grade Weight hundred pounds Amount 
Patrick Co,Peland Choice 1015 $ 179050 $ 1821.92 
Percy Hiers Good 835 23000 192.05 
Franklin Hiers Good 830 23.00 190.90 
Billy Ayer Good 970 22090 222.13 
Walter Bessinger Good 96o 22.50 216.00 
Billy Still Good 925 22.40 207.20 
Ho Co Morris Good 795 21.90 174.10 
James E. Hiers Medium 830 22.00 182.60 
Algea Hiers Medium 815 22.00 179.30 
Algea Hiers Medium 830 22000 182.60 
James E. Hiers Medium 6o5 21.10 121.65 
Percy Hiers Medium 755 21.10 159.30 
lewis M. Ayer Medium 840 20.30 172.20 
H. c. M:>rris Medium 860 22.00 189.20 
TOTALS 14 lli65 $ 35.54 $ 4217.15 
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This show is teaching young people to properly feed and care 
for beef animals and hogs. They are also learning the art of fitting 
and growing animals for the show ring. This show is creating a lot 
of interest throughout this section of the State. 
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DAIRYING 
Extension work in dairying of 1947 included educational demonstration 
work in the placing of approved purebred sires., improved and registered 
females., growing and caring of quality roughages, silage produetion, annual 
grazing crops, pennanent pastures, construction of dairy buildings and use 
of dairy equipment and milk for family- useo 
Purebred Sires 
Purebred bulls placed: Three purebred bulls were placed with three new 
dairy farmers in Bamberg County in 1947. These three bulls were placed by 
individual contact and should help these new dairymen to get started on a 
sound building program. A list of these placings follows: 
Summary of Purebred Dairy Bulls placed in 1947 
Name Breed Cost 
J. H. McMillan Gurnsey $200.00 
Fender Bros. Gurnsey 185.00 
Wilbur Williams Gurnsey 175.00 
TOTALS 3 '566.00 
Eleven new dairymen were assisted in securing high grade and purebred 
dairy cows and heifers. Most of these animals were high grade gurnsey heifers 
whioh were secured in Chester County. A list of these placings follows: 
Name 
Jo c. Johnson 
Wo Fo Martin 
Ruby Gibson 
Ro L. Abstance 
H.K. Brabham 
J. H. McMillan 
c. H. Fender 
Fender Bros. 
Jim F. Hiers 
Wi lbur Williams 
J. Williams Carter 
TOTAIS 
Swmnary of Heifers Placed in 1947 
Number Breed 
15 Gurnsey 
15 Holstein 
15 Gurnsey 
10 Gurnsey 
20 Gurnsey 
18 Gurnsey 
8 Gurnsey 
5 Gurnsey 
5 Gurnsey 
18 Gurnsey 
10 Gurnsey 
lJ9 ii Dairymen 
Cost 
$2250.00 
.5250.00 
2250.00 
1500.00 
2900.00 
2916.00 
l296.oo 
675.oo 
1250.00 
2754.00 
1500.00 
$24541.00 
Most o:f these animals are now producing and farmers are pleased with 
the results obtained from these animals so far. 
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Dairy Schools: On March 4-5, a staff of specialists from Clemson con-
ducted a two-=aay dairy school at which time 67 dairymen from Bamberg 
county beard topics discussed which covered both the management of the 
dairy herd., handling of the milk and the growing and feeding of crops 
including pastures both permanent and temporary. As a result of this 
meeting many practices were changed both in herd management and the 
production of crops and feeding of the animals. 
on April ll., Dr. George P. Hopson conducted a meeting at which 
time he discussed mastitis control and machine milking. Fourteen of 
the dairymen from Bamberg County attended this meeting. 
Two hundred twenty-six dairymen from Bamberg and the adjoining 
counties attended a dairy meeting on October 30th at Bamberg. This 
meeting was highlighted by the discussion which Dr. George P. Hopson 
led on mastitis and proper machine milking and the showing of the 
picture "No Hand Stripping". All of these meetings were very time]Jr 
and have done a great deal of good in getting a better job done by the 
old as well as the new dairymen throughout this section. 
it Roughages: Dairy farmers more than anyone 
.;.;e_,.;..s-e-1""s:.i....---c-o.;mn.,...-g-m:,,:,o_re;:... __ -ii'-'"'::mo~r--e~co~n""c ... e~rned over the production of quality 
hay. The majority of them are now cutting their hay at the proper stage 
of growth and many are using the hay racks as recommended by the ex-
tension service. Two dairymen have purchased three automatic hay balers 
which are helping them to do a better job in producing a better quality 
hay. They not on:cy require less labor to operate but they hand.ls the 
crop quicker thus enabling these farmers to put up a better quality hay. 
Silage Production 
One demonstration was conducted with dairymen in the production of 
silage. A summary of this record follows: 
Name Crop Acres 
James B. Guess,Jr. Corn and 20 
Soybeans 
Yield Yield Tons 
Tons Per Acre 
150 15 
Cost 
Cost Per Ton 
$943.50 $6.29 
Dairymen are realizing that silage is the cheapiest feed which they 
can produce other than pasture; therefore., four new concrete stone siloes 
were erected during 1947. 
Annual Grazing Crops 
Since temporary grazing crops are important in the economical pro-
duction of milk., a special campaign was launched to get evecy dairyman 
to seed both swmner and winter grazing crops to supplement their pastures. 
As a result of this campaign., all of the dairymen have some of both summer 
and winter grazing crops. This fall., all of the dairymen fertilized their 
small grains at time of seeding and are planning to use heavier applications 
of top-dressing than in the past. 
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Permanent Pastures 
Permanent pasture work is discussed in the agronomy section of 
this report. 
Fourteen dairy fa.nners have seeded approximateq 135 acres of this 
new fescue grass in Bamberg County. These seed have been seeded according 
to the recommendation sent out by the extension agronomist. 
Dairy Barns and !4uipme~t 
The sixteen new dairy farmers in Bamberg County have received 
assistance from the dairy specialist and the county agent in selecting 
sites for their building and also in planning the building and equip-
ment to meet their present as well as future needs. Over half of these 
new dairymen have installed milking machines and they tell me that the 
time which they save will soon pay for these machines. 
Marketiei 
Most o:f the milk produced in Bamberg County iB marketed in Charleston 
and a milk route operating in the county moves this milk to Charleston. 
There is approximate]¥ 2500 gallons of milk being produced in Bamberg 
County a d.ey' for sale which means that dairying now is bringing approximate]¥ 
$500,000.00 a year to the dairymen in this county. 
Milk Production .for Fami'.cy Use 
This project has been conducted in cooperation with the Home Demon-
stration Agent and consisted of. demonstrations in the care and handling 
of milk and feed production for the family cowo 
The Home Demonstration Agent stressed the importm ce of milk in the 
fami]¥ diet at her club meetings which have 175 ladies enrolled and the 
agent discussed the importance of grazing and good quality hay at a series 
of meetings held over the county. In addition to this, a circular letter 
was sent to every fanner on permanent pastures. As a result of these 
meetings and letters, twenty-two farmers seeded a small permanent pasture 
for the family cow. 
' 
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ENTOMOIOOY AND PLANT PATHOIDGY 
Extension work in entomology and plant pathology in 1947 was com-
posed of work with crop insect and diseases. 
Crop Diseases 
Dust Treatment for Cotton Seed: Farmers were urged to treat their seed 
before planting with ceresan to control seed bome diseases. No demon-
strations were completed; however, in a number of cases farmers ran out 
of planting seed which had been treated and finished with untreated seed 
and as a result the area seeded with untreated seed did not have a stand 
where as the area with treated seed had a good stand. A large amount of 
our seed from the oollllty was delinted and treated in Barnwell and more 
would have been delinted had the facilities been available to render this 
service. 
Anthracnose: There was a serious outbreak of anthra.cnose in the collllty 
which destroyed a large acreage of both watermelons and cucumbers. The 
extension horticulturist and the county agent set up two demonstrations 
on watermelons using terlate. This material checked the spread of the 
disease and the area dusted produced more melons at a better quality than 
the area which was not dusted. A aumber of farmers dusted their melons 
and cucumbers with copper lime dust and in each case the vines held up 
better and produced more fruit of a better quality. 
Insects and Rodents 
Boll Weevil Control: A campaign on the use of 1-1-1 poison for the boll 
weevil was conducted in 1947. Three newsp~ er articles were published 
and three radio programs were given on the use of this poison. The results 
from its use this year was very outstanding as you could tell to the row 
where it was applied. 
Each week the boll weevil infestation report was given the people 
through the newspcp er and over the radio. These infestation counts were 
made in various sections of the county and included two poisoned and two 
unpoisoned fields. The result of this infestation count follows: 
SUmmary Checks on Boll Weevil Infestation 
Poisoned Fields Unpoisoned Fields 
Date Material Used Noo 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 
June 6 1-1-1 3% 5% 30% 15% 
June l3 1-1-1 3% 10% 35% 25% 
June 20 1-1-1 9% 3% 68% 33% 
Jlllle 27 1-1-1 8% 4% 67% 35% 
The yield per acre is in porportion to the infestation counts ma.de 
on the above field.so This information did a great deal in convincing 
farmers in Bamberg County that boll weevil poisoning pays dividends. 
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Three demonstrations were conducted in Bamberg County in 1947 with 
the use of Benzene Hexachloride and DDT. These demonstrations were so 
outstanding that farmers as well as share croppers are vecy enthusiastic 
over its use for the year ahead. 
A summary of these demonstrations will be found on the follow:illg pagea 
.,,, 
SUmmary of Benzene Hexachloride and DDT l)elllonstrations for Control of Boll Weevils 
No. of Interval be- Alllount Used Date of Means of Cost Estimated In-
Name Applications tween Appl. Per Ace First Appl. Appl. Per Acre crease Per Acre 
H. M. Rentz* 3 5-6 days 7 lbs. July5 Mule Dravm Duster $6.30 30% 
p. J. ZeiglerN 3 7!'"10 days 6 lbs. July 7 Tractor Duster 6.75 20% 
G. M. Mc:Milla.n*H 4 7-lk days 10 lbs. July 10 Tractor Duster 12.40 50% 
*Mr.Rent! said, "This year, I used three applications of BHC and DDT mixture on some of my cotton 
and increased the yield by ½ bale of cotton per acre. My share croppers and I are so enthusiastic about 
this material that we plan to obtain a dusting machine next year before we plant a hill of cotton. I 
would not attempt to grow cotton in the future without dusting." 
** Mro Zeigler said, "I feel that the use of BHC and DDT., even though I started late, gave me at 
least a 20% increase. Had I started earlier, I am sure that I would have secured better control. 
*** Mr. McMillan said, "It is my opinion that as a result of BHC and DDT applications on my cotton 
crop that the yield was increased by 50% and if applications had been made sooner the increase lfOuld have 
been greater. Inf'estation at first count was 52%. 
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Cattle Grub Control: The county agent assisted dairymen and beef 
cattle producers in the county in securing powder to be used to 
dust their cattle for lice and grubs. Demonstrations were given 
at every 4-H club meeting in the county on the proper methods of 
applying this dust. 
Screw Worm Control: The agent has been recommending the use of 
USDA Fonnula No. 62 in the control of screw wonnso This material 
has proven to be very successful and has almost supplemented en-
tireq the old methods of control. 
DDT: The agent has furnished the people of the county with infoz-
mation concerning the proper use of DDT through newspaper articles, 
over the radio, by distribution of circular 284 and by personal con-
tact. 
Rat Control Campaign: The county and home agent conducted two rat 
control campaigns in Bamberg County during 1947 in cooperation with 
the u. s. Fish and Wildlife Service. In the first campaign on the 
7th and 8th of May, we mixed 1668 pounds of bait and distributed this 
to 556 farm families. This campaign was so successful that the second 
campaign was conducted on the 9th and 10th of October at which time 
714 pounds of bait was mixed and distributed to 238 fann families. 
Farmers reported outstanding results, with one reporting that he found 
57 rats dead in one pile. 
The campaign was carried out through the farm women's council 
and the neighborhood leaderso 
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FORESTRY 
Forestry extension work in 1947 included reforestation, thinning 
of timber stands, fire preventation, and demonstrations in timber 
estimating. 
Reforestation: The county agent cooperated with the Soil Conservation 
Service and the Bamberg County Forest Protective .Association in pro-
moting the planting of trees. The matter of reforestation was dis-
cussed at two farmerand five 4-H club meetings, on two radio programs 
and with a great maIJiY individual farmers. As a result of this work, 
thirteen farmers secured 92,000 pine seedlings to be used in Bamberg 
County. A list of these placings follows: 
Distribution of Seedlings in Bamberg County 1946-1947 
Name 
Brickl~, B. V • 
Brickle, Wilbur 
Chitty, W. D. 
Crum, H. He 
Faust, John B. 
Folk, John L• 
Guess, J. Bo 
Guess, Mrs. Sarah H. 
Kearse, Harold 
Milhouse, u. G. 
Neeley, G. M. 
Stewart, E;ra 
Tyler, James 
TOTAL 
Address 
Branchville 
Branchville 
Denmark 
Denmark 
Denmark 
Denmark 
Denmark 
Denmark 
Olar 
Denmark 
Denmark 
Branchville 
Denmark 
Species 
Slash 
Slash 
:Wblol:cy-
Slash 
Slash 
uiblo~ 
Slash 
Slash 
Slash 
Slash 
Slash 
Slash 
Slash 
Number 
5,ooo 
5,000 
.3,000 
5,ooo 
5,ooo 
5,ooo 
35.,ooo 
5,ooo 
10,000 
5,ooo 
5,ooo 
2,000 
2,000 
Thi~ Demonstrations: One pulp wood thirming demonstration was 
carrieout by H. M. Rentz., Branchville, s. c. This demonstration 
was carried out in connection with the 5-Acre Pulpwood Thinning Con-
test. The purpose of this contest is to show farmers that in order 
to realize the most l)rofi t from their woodlands, they will have to 
do more of the work in getting their products to market. Following 
is a summary of the record coverjng this pulpwood thinning contest, 
Name 
H. M. Rentz 
Summary of 5-A Pul,pvrood Thinning Contest 
Address 
Branchville 
No. Trees 
Thinned 
187 
No. Units No. Man Hrs. 
cut Required 
]2 95 
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Woodland Examinations and Selective Cutting: The county agent is 
called upon from time to time for information concerning marking 
and marketing of timber. The agent works close'.cy' with the Ex-
tension and state Forester in order to be of the greatest assist-
ance to the farmers 1n Bamberg County. Following is a SUJ1l1ll8r1' of 
this worka 
Summary of Woodland Examinations and Selective Cutting 
in Bamberg County 
Name Address 
c. J. Ray Denmark 
c. J. Hinson Branchville 
Miss Ethel Grubbs Aiken 
Mary M. Kearse Charleston 
H. c. Herndon Bamberg 
Mrs. J. F. Carter Bamberg 
Yrs. Theo Matthews Blackville 
Mrs. J. F. Carter Bamberg 
w. F. Frazier Blackville 
TOTA.IS Acres Ex:am,nate4 
lores of 
Woodland. Recommendations 
lOO 
23 
40 
200 
700 
ll7 
100 
100 
75 
1415 
89,320 Selectively Marked· 
No Cutting Recommended at Present 
34,960 Selectively Marked 
No Cutting Recommended at Present 
Marking to be Done Later 
Selective Marking Recommended 
No Cutting Recommended at Present 
No Cutting Recommended at Present 
No Cutting Recommended at Present 
i24,280 Feet seiectivelj Marked 
Arbor Day Programsa An Arbor Day Program was presented at the Olar 
School by tlie4-H club members on Fridq, December 6, 1946 to 204 
of the pupilso This program was highlighted by the planting of a 
cork oak seedling on the school grounds by the 4-H club members in 
the school. This cork oak seedling was furnished by the Crown Corle 
and Seal Company of Baltimore, Maryland and the State CoIIDD.ission of 
Forestry. 
Forest Fire Protections Bamberg County has now been under the State 
Forest Protective Association for a year. Alreacy results from this 
move can be seen as a smaller acreage of forest land has been burned 
over in Bamberg County. The county agent has cooperated very closely 
with the county rangers and has given their work a great deal of 
publicity through news articles., radio programs and in meetings. 
Forest fire prevention was the topic of discussion during the month 
of February at each of the 4-II club meetings in Bamberg County. 
Rural Fire Prevention Program: During Rural Fire Prevention Week., 
the county agent wrote a feature article for the county newspaper 
and discussed fire prevention in all 4-H clubs and called attention 
to Fire Prevention Week on the regular weekly radio programo 
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Marketing: The county agent brought the list of saw mills operating 
In the county up-to-date during the coming year. The list of pulp-
wood buyers was furnished landowners when requestedo 
Publications: The bulletin., nMinimum Cutting Praetices11 , was mailed 
to 81 fann.ers in Bamberg County on April 10., 1947. The bulletin, 
n1.onger Life for Fence Post11 ., was distributed to fannera on request. 
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FOUR-II CIDB WORK 
Boys 4-H club work eas conducted in five commwdties in 
Bamberg County in 1947, with an enrollment of 19.3 farm boys. 
Each club is in charge of a local leader and regular mon~ 
meetings are held in each club. 
Summa~ of Enrolled and Completions: Following is given 
a list oi' t e clubs and a summary of enrollments and completions: 
Summary of 4-H Club Enrollments and Completions 
No. Members No. Completed Percent Members 
Name of Club Enrolled Demonstrations Completing Demonstrations, 
Denmark .34 16 47% 
Ehrhardt 27 22 81% 
Olar 38 27 71% 
Bamberg Graded 59 24 40% 
Bamberg High 35 14 40% 
TOTALS 193 103 53% 
Following is given a summary of 4-H club enrollments of boys 
and year]¥ completions from 1935 through 1947: 
Summary 4-ll Club Enrollments and Completions, 19.35-1947 
Percent 
Year Enrollments Completions Completions 
1935 79 52 65% 
1936 77 52 68% 
1937 81 58 71.6% 
1938 72 66 9'£% 
1939 100 68 68% 
1940 68 65 95.6% 
1941 80 47 58.7% 
1942 , 57 37 65% 
1943 94 51 54.3% 
1944 117 55 47% 
1945 128 56 44% 
1946 118 51 43% 
1947 193 103 53% 
TOTAIS 1264 ?bi '-66% 
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Summary Completed Demonstrations 
Number Value 
Demonstrations Completed Products Cost Profit 
Beef Calves 9 $1968038 $1511.63 $ 456071 
Pig F 25 1.687.85 1123089 573.96 
Corn 18 1762.00 662.75 1099.25 
Poultry 23 1867.40 131.6042 538.98 
Garden 23 1288.10 675050 622040 
Cucumber 2 J20o00 210000 llOoOO 
Watermelon 2 120.50 33000 87050 
Tobacco l 667.86 279.50 388.36 
TOTAIS lOJ $968~.09 $5719.69 $3817.16 
This summary shows that the 4-H club boys completing 103 
demonstrations produced farm products to the value of $9682.09, 
leaving a profit of $3877 .16. 
Summa Cotton and Corn Yields by 4-H club boys 1935-1947: 
Following is a SUJll!J'lary o t e average a.ri.nua yields per a ere o 
cotton and com produced by 4-H club boys in Bamberg County for 
the period of 1935-194 7 as · compared to the county average: 
Year 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
19u6 
1947 
G-H CLUB AVERAGE 
COUNTY AVERAGE 
Summary Cotton & Corn Yields 1935-1947 
Average -bushels 
Com Per Acre 
33.6 
39.0 
26.7 
44.9 
30.5 
37.9 
35.9 
32o7 
35ol 
36.1 
42.3 
30.4 
39.3 
35.7 
13.0 
4-H Club Records 
Average Pounds 
Lint Cotton Per Acre 
374 
554 
489 
344 
556 
483 
250 
240 
568 
515 
553 
0 
0 
448 
287 
Follow:ing is given a summary of 4-H club records completed in 1947: 
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Beef Calf Club 
No. Days Gain Tofu! Total 
Name .A.mJnals Fed In Wt. Value Cost Profit 
Percy Hiers 2 101 570 $363.02 $278.24 $ 84.78 
Franklin Hiers 2 101 5o5 325.33 250.04 75.25 
James E. Hiers 2 101 650 318.69 255.37 63.32 
Algea Hiers 2 101 595 370.34 284.28 86.06 
Courtney Sease 1 120 235 79.50 38.00 41.50 
Jimmy Kinard 1 180 530 76.60 .55.20 21.40 
Walter Bessinger 1 200 2,50 218.40 180.20 38.20 
Leighton Hiers 1 150 222 40.00 21.00 19 .. 00 
SornsAyer 1 ]JO 220 176.50 149.30 27.20 
TOT jj 1184 3111 $1968.38 $1511.63 $456.7! 
Pig F 
No. Days Gain Tota! Total 
Name Animals Fed In Wt. Value Cost Profit 
Franklin Ayer 1 185 205 $ 53.40 $ 31.25 $ 22ol.5 
Leverene Bishop 1 169 191 46.,50 32.,0 l,4~00 
Clarence Sease 1 180 190 52.25 34.00 18.2.5 
Jimmie Bairefoot 1 17.5 182 53.00 40.00 13000 
Joe Robert Wilson 1 172 18.5 48.oo 22 • .50 25.50 
Wilford Mason 1 150 210 57.00 36.00 21.00 
James E. Ayer l 155 142 41.00 29.00 12.00 
Robert Hollis l 185 175 45.00 2.5.9.5 19.05 
Eugene Russel 1 195 225 57.50 37.10 20.40 
J:ilmnie Morris 1 275 315 89.00 57.64 31.36 
Malcolm Jolly l 200 195 49.00 30.00 19.00 
·Richard McMillan 1 14.5 140 36.25 31.00 5.25 
Jarvis McMillan 1 1.50 ;155 37.50 33.00 4o50 
Wilbur Hutto 5 190 915 275.00 171.25 103.75 
Henry Fail 5 195 990 291.00 197.10 93.90 
Clarles Beard 1 ]30 145 44.70 31.50 13.20 
Samuel Berry J. 165 187 47.30 29.20 18.10 
Bernie Bishop 1 175 195 51.10 36.70 14.40 
David Rent! 1 168 175 44.75 31.40 13.35 
James Sease 1 160 170 40.90 27.60 13.30 
James Kinard l 180 197 46.80 31.20 1,5.60 
Freddie McCormick 1 17.5 190 42.70 36.20 16.50 
J. Do Jolly 1 145 185 44.70 29.30 15.40 
Charles Kinzie 1 170 190 47.60 31.25 16.35 
Sonny Kinzie 1 170 185 4.5.90 31.25 14.65 
TOTALS 33 4359 6354 $1687.85 $ll2J.89 $513.96 
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Corn Club 
No. Yield Total Total Total 
Name Acres Bu. Value Cost Profit 
Sonny Ayer 5 200 $ 350.00 $ uo.oo $ 240.00 
Bobby Padgett 1 40 80.oo 25.85 54.15 
Bill Padgett 1 40 80.oo 25.85 54.15 
Breland Johns 1 26 52.00 31.00 21.00 
Franklin England 2 60 120.00 50.00 70.00 
Ieighton Kinard 1 50 100.00 30.00 70.00 
Luther Ott 1 45 90.00 32.00 58.oo 
G. B. Basset l 41 82.00 26.00 56.oo 
Bud Creech 1 47 94.00 33.00 61.00 
Clyde Kearse 1 44 88.oo 28.50 59.50 
Johnny Smoak 1 45 90.00 31.40 58.60 
!eon Priester l 46 92.00 38.00 54.oo 
Marion Black 1 42 84.00 32.50 . 51.00 
Edward Darnell 1 37 74.00 31.00 43.oo 
Gerald Harley l 32 64.00 34.00 30.00 
Grover Morris 1 38 76.00 36.75 39.25 
Dan Hutto 1 34 68.oo 32.90 35.10 
Budtis Kirkland 1 39 78.00 34.00 44.00 
TOTA 23 9o6 $1762.00 $662.75 ~109'9o25 
Cucumber Club 
No. Yield Total Total Total 
Name Acres Bu. Value Cost Profit 
Eddie Collins 1 70 $ J..40.00 $ 95.00 $ 45.00 
James Collins 1 90 180.00 115.00 65.oo 
TOTALS 2 JbO $ 320.00 $215.oo $110.00 
Tobacco Club 
.. 
No. Yield Total Total Total 
Name Acres Lbs. Value Cost Profit 
Charlie Beck .9 lhli.o $ 667.86 $ 279.50 $ 388.36 
Watermelon Club 
No. Total Total Total 
Name Acre-s v:alue Cost Profit 
Wilbur Hutto 1/2 $ 55.50 $ 10.00 $ 45.50 Sonny Ayer 2 65.oo 23.00 42.00 
TOTALS 2 1/2 $120.50 I 33.00 $ 87.50 
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Garden Club 
No. Yield Tota! Total Total 
Name Acres Bu. Value Cost Profit 
Asa Godbold., Jr. 1/10 20 $ 35.00 $ 15.00 $ 20.00 
James Herndon 1/4 35 70.00 32.00 38000 
Francis Sandifer 1/2 40 ao.oo 42.00 38.00 
Douglas Sandifer 1/4 25 55.oo 30.00 25.00 
Dunbar Black 1/n. 75 90.00 51.00 39.00 
Soney Ayer 1/2 80 180.00 90000 90000 
Henry Fail 1/2 27 40.50 20.00 20.50 
Billy Rhoad 1/4 20 36.50 21.25 15025 
Charles Gray 1/4 26 32.00 18.50 13.50 
< Stanley Bessinger 1/2 38 71.00 39.25 31.75 
Hubert Morris 1/4 21 44.70 21.50 23.20 
IiYn Myrick 1/4 25 50.00 24.50 25.50 
Clabern , ayne 1/2 41 82.00 31.75 50.25 
Larry McDanie 1 1/4 21 42.00 26.80 15.20 
Joseph Hutto 1/8 18 36.00 18.20 17.80 
Roger Still 1/4 28 56.oo 32.60 23.40 
Gene Smoak 1/5 17 34.00 21.00 ]J.00 
Ralph Smith 1/4 37 74.00 42.10 31.00 
Joe Williams 1/8 16 32.00 14020 17.80 
Ervin Morris 1/4 24 41.70 21.50 20.20 
Clabem Wayne 1/4 27 . 43.50 30.15 ]J.35 
Robert lee Best 1/8 16 36.20 21.00 15.20 
Buddz Gillam 1L8 14 26.00 11.40 24.60 
TOTALS 091 i~8B.!o ~~b7>-70 ,0~2.40 
Poultry Club 
Strong Chicks Bought Tota! Total Total 
Name or Hatched Value Cost Profit 
Billy Rhoad 65 $ 51.00 $ 27.00 $ 24.00 
Paul Jones 150 152.00 82.25 57.75 
Wayne Hughes 30 37.80 32.92 4.88 
o, K. Morrell 170 118.25 1:14.75 3.50 
George Rhoad 50 62.50 34.50 28.00 
Malcolm steedly 25 35.00 18.00 17 .. 00 
Franklin Frye 50 42.95 20.40 22.55 
Henry Fail 50 51.00 35.00 16.oo 
Sonny .Ayer 100 115.00 90.00 25.00 
Bertice Kinsey 93 62.10 49.05 ]3.05 
Jimmie Morris 100 102.00 52.60 49.40 
L. A. Brown 15 92.50 52.20 40.30 
Harold Proveaux 100 99.00 67.20 31.80 
0. B. Rutland 50 52.00 41.45 10.55 
Name 
Francis Sanders 
Jerry Hughes 
Bobby Kearse 
Nonnan Kinsey 
Billy Creech 
Franklin Elkins 
James Black 
Fred Proveaux 
Eugene Russel 
TOTALS 
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Poultry Club ( continued) 
Strong chicks Bought Total Total 
Cost 
Tota! 
Profit or Hatched Value 
50 
100 
15 
100 
100 
75 
50 
100 
15 
1833 
$ 49000 $ 36090 $ 12.10 
92000 71060 20.40 
87.00 67.70 19.30 
109.40 84.10 25.40 
97.90 81.50 16040 
89.70 68.40 21030 
67.00 49.30 17.70 
112.50 71.20 41.30 
89070 68.40 21.30 · 
$1867.40 $]Ji6.42 $538098 
Four-H Club CaII!P 
A total of 62 boys and two local leaders attended the 4-H 
Club Camp at Camp :Wng, the week of July 28th. The camp was 
well organized and proved an enjoyable and profitable eccasion 
for the boys. In addition to the recreation provided, the boys 
were instructed in tractor driving, ca.re and maintance, live-
stock judging, forestry and various other phases of 4-H club 
work. 
Four-H Tractor School 
TWO Tractor Care and Maintance Schools were held in the county 
during the year at which time 4-H club members were instructed in 
the care and use of tractors. We feel that these schools are very 
beneficial since many of these boys have equipment at home and 
others assist farmers in the county with the operation of their 
equipment. A number of these farmers have told us that these boys 
who have bad this type of training did much better t han those who 
have not. 
, Four-II Club Achievement Day 
The 4-H Club Achievement Day was held at the Little Treater 
in Bamberg, February 15 with an attendance of 236 4-H club members 
and 42 visitors. At t his meeting, 4-H certificates for club demon-
strations completed in 1946 were delivered to 4-H club boys. This 
meeting was held jointly with the Home Agent. Col. Jam.es F. Risher 
was guest speaker. His topic was "Youth of Tomorrow". 
' . ' - . ~ ..... . ,, 
. , ~, ... _ \ . .. 
In the abov-e picture, is the Grand Champion Steer which was 
shom1 at. the :Edis to-.Sav2-nnal1 rat. Stock Show on April 10th by Patrick 
Copel2.:1d, a Lr-H club I'.lember from Ehrhardt. 
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Fat Stock Show 
Patrick Copeland of the Ehrhardt 4-H club fed out and showed 
the Grand Champion Steer at the Edisto-Savannah Fat Stock Show. 
This was the second year in succession for Pat, thus shO\ving that 
he has learned his lesson well in feeding and fitting animals for 
the show ring. 
4-H Members and Parents Banquet 
On ~ 30th, 350 four-H club members and their parents attend-
ed a banquet at the Brunberg High School Gymnasium. This banquet was 
presided over by Miss Chloe Ayer, President of County 4-H Club Coun-
cil and Mr. Do w. Watkins, State Director of the Extension Service, 
was guest speaker. Meetings like this means a great deal to the 
club members and tends to bring the parents closer to the 4-H club 
program. 
.. , 
,. 
--~-
In t be above p icture , we see a part of the 350 four-H club 
mcr.1bers and their parents vrhc were prese:1t a t the 4-H club members 
and rJarentG banque t which was he l d in t h e Hi;;h Sc:hool Gymna sium at 
Bamberg on May .30th . 

PROGRAM 
CALL TO ORDER 
Nft.TIONAL CLUB PLEDGE 
9)NG 
INVOCATION 
WELCOME 
RESPONSE TO WELCOME 
INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS 
DINNER 
SPEAKER 
MOVIES 
~-toe C1,+e11,, 
PRESIDENT 4-H CLUB COUNCIL 
(SEE BACK COVER) 
J9on t~, 
STAT[ 4-H CLUB AGENT 
Ro{>-e Swum, 
SEC , , 4-H CLUB COUNCIL 
c. a.. °'1,ov, 
4-H CLUB PARENT 
l9 • ti) • M-k,i,,,,~ , 
DIRECTOR o, EXTENSION SERVICE ... 
114'-H .rA)()t~ ~II: 
<. 
BANQUET SPONSORED BY FOLLOWING FIRMS AND INDIVIDUALS: 
Coum.t11 Co-um.e-U o{. 3 olt,'ffl 
Ulome11. 
I PlerP'e 
;,1y HJ:;Ar 
to clearer thinktn ~ 
' y HEAhT 
to greater loyalty 
' 1 Y HA!d:S 
to ]Rr ~er service anf 
· y l!EAITH 
to better livinP for 
Above is a copy of the programs which were used at the 4-H 
club members and parents banquet. 
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HORTICULTURE 
Horticulture work in Bamberg County in 1947 included 
work with sweet potatoes, gardens and truck crops. 
SWeet Potatoes 
SWeet potato work durmg 1947 consisted of one education 
meeting which was held at Denmark with an attendance of 26 in-
terested farmers. Since this was a new crop in this section, 
the agent published numerous news articles and called attention 
to certain phases of production from time to time so that these 
new growers could keep informed. Their names were added to the 
list receiving the sweet potato news letter and a great many of 
them said that this information helped them a great deal. 
Curing Houses: Mrs. E. D. Bessinger converted a storage room 
into a potato storage house and this is the only storage house 
in operation. 
Truck Cro,E,f! 
Work with truck crop growers in Bamberg County in 1947 
consisted of educational material regarding the outlook and 
production of watennelons, cucumbers, tomatoes and asparagus. 
cucumbers: cucumber production has become a big business in Bam-
berg County as we now have two pickle plants operating in the 
County. In addition to this, there were 79 carloads of cucum-
bers shipped out of Bamberg Co1lllty during 194 7. The reason for 
this i.~creased production is because they finish a source of 
income from the farm when there is no other source available, 
however, this crop does compete with other cash crops which needs 
work at this time of year. 
Two farmers completed records on cucumber production in 
1947. A summary of these follows: 
Swmnary of cucumber Demonstrations 
Yie 
Name Acres Variety No. l's & 2•s Returns Cost Profit 
J. H. Ayer 1 A&C 92 $120.00 $48.75 $71.25 
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For the third straight year, there was a serious outbreak 
of anthracnose on both watermelons and cucumbers. The agent 
was called upon to make control recommendations. The use of the 
Bordeaux Mixture was given publicity through news articles, radio 
programs and personal contact. Many farmers reported very 
favorab~ regarding the use of the material. 
With the erection of t},.a two pickle plants in the county, 
the production of pickle cucumbers is increasing rapidly due to 
the demand. Mr. Hugh Bowers, Extension Horticulturist, placed 
a sample of producer cucumber seed with Mr. E. A. Kinard of 
Ehrhardt. A Sl.lllllilal'Y' of this demonstrations follows: 
Variety 
Producer 
Kirby 
Acres 
1/8 
3/4 
Yield 
40 Bu. 
no :su. 
First picking of Producer was made 10 days ahead of Kirby 
and lasted 5 days longer. 
People at the pickle plant said Producer was a little short 
and both ends were blunt. They like to have an end elongated so 
that it will show up in the bottle better. 
Results obtained this year look promising and if s·eed can 
be secured it will continued next year. 
Watermelons: The production of watennelons still continues to 
run high with 292 cars being shipped from Bamberg County during 
1947 o A series of four meetings were held just after planting 
tirae at which t:une, pruning and cultivation was discussed along 
with the proper handling and packing of cars. Two production 
demonstrations were completed during 1947. A summary of these 
follow: 
Summary of Watennelon Demonstrations 
Name Variety Acres Returns Cost Profit 
Adolphus Iain Black Diamond 5 $600.00 $168.25 $431.75 
wuie Blume Cuban gueen 10 1250.00 325.65 924.35 
TOTALS B $f85o.oo $493.so f1356;10 
AVERAGE 1 123.33 32.92 90041 
The above demonstrations show the result of the use of im-
proved seed, cultivation, and handling. The above denonstrations 
made a profit of 90.41 cents per acre as compared to a county 
average of about $50.00 per acre. 
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MARKETmG 
Extension worlc in marketing in 1947 consisted of assisting 
in the grading, packing and marketing of farm produce, cooperative 
purchase of cotton seed, lespedeza seed, swine, livestock and the 
sale of livestock and other farm products from time to time through-
out the year. 
Grading and Packing: The agent worked very closely with the market-
ing division in an effort to improve the grade and quality of pro-
ducts being shipped. Four grading and marketing of watermelon meet-
ings were held in the county with an attendance of 100 farmers. 
Assisted growers in getting inspection for their melons and also 
organized the county into a One Variety Cotton County so that pro-
ducers could receive the services of the grade and staple service. 
Curing and Housing of Street Potatoes: Assisted one grower in con-
verting a storagenouse into a storage house for sweet potatoes. 
~ Planting Seed: Farmers were assisted in the purchase of 
purerea planting seed and pasture grass seed. These seed were of 
high gennination and free of noxious weed seed. 
The following table summarizes the purchase of seed and other 
products which the agent assisted fanners in buying and sellinga 
Summary of seed and Products Bought in 1947 
Commodity 
SWine (breeding) 
Cattle (breeding) 
Cattle (dairy) 
Iespedeza Seed 
Cotton Seed 
Pasture Grass Seed 
Louse Powder 
Seed Corn 
Nitrogen Inoculation 
crotalaria 
Serecia I.espedeza 
Rape Seed 
Li.dino Clover 
Blue Illpine 
B.H.c. & n.n.T. 
Rat Bait 
TOTAL 
. .Amount 
9 head 
3 head 
142 head 
56,Boo pounds 
310 bushels 
2,955 pounds 
36 pks. 
13 bushels 
100 pks. 
100 pounds 
1000 pounds 
100 pounds 
20 pounds 
5000 pounds 
5700 pounds 
1668 pounds 
Value 
$ 395.00 
1000.00 
25101.00 
6780.00 
938.50 
1268.25 
18.00 
Jli5.50 
35.56 
1,.00 
185.oo 
14.00 
40.00 
2,0.00 
1482.00 
559.00 
(38,226.81 
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SUmrnary of Seed and Products Sold in 1947 
Commodity .Amount Value 
SWine (breeding) 53 head $ 1760.75 
Sweet Potatoes '.11+25 bushels 2].37.50 
Beef cattle ]J head 1968.38 
Blue lllpine 3000 po1.mds 150.00 
Crotalaria (seed) 22000 pounds 3960.00 
Livestock (auction markets) 975000.00 
=To"""T.=~-1------------------i-9al"ft#976.63 
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POULTRY 
Extension work with poultry projects in BDJI1berg County 
during 1947 consisted of culling demonstrations, and turkey 
grazing demonstrations. 
Culling Demonstrations: The county agent has stressed the 
proper culling of poultry through newspaper articles and on 
radio programs. He also gave culling demonstrations in all 
of the 4-H clubs in the countyo This program has been stress-
ed more than ever this fall in an effort to rid the flocks of 
boarders and consequently conserve feed. 
TUrkey Grazing Demonstrations : Mr. s. D. Wilkerson completed 
a turkey grazing demonstration on the two groups of turkeys 
which he raised this year. A summary of this demonstrations 
is as folloTI'S: 
Summary of Turkey Grazing Demonstration of s. Do Wilkerson 
Number Number Weight Cost of Cost 
Poults Poults Turkeys Mash, of 
/ 
Started Sold Sold Brooding.! etc. Grazin~ Returns Profit 
4050 3765 73z373 lbs.$23z722.25* !375.20 $262404.28 $2a!J06.53 
*Includes cost of poults, mash, brooding, vaccination, cost of moving 
on range and grain feed. 
In the following table is listed the grazing crop which Mr. 
Wilkerson used in his demonstration and the dates which the turkeys 
grazed these crops: 
Follow:ing is a List of Grazing Crops Used 
Hours spent in moving Grazing 
Dates Han 1."ule Tractor 
Turkeys Labor Labor or Truck 
Moved Hours Hours Labor Hrs. Kind Amount Quality 
Gro~ I 
Apr. 29-30 120 20 20 oats Full Tough 
May 23 60 65 Com & Soy Full Tender 
June 9 15 15 Corn & Soy Full Tender 
July 1 40 50 Com & Soy Full Tender 
July 18 40 50 Corn & Soy Full Tender 
Aug. 2 40 50 Com & Soy Full Tender 
Aug. 19 50 50 Corn & Soy Full Tender 
Sept. 18 50 50 Com & Soy Full Tough 
Oct. 15 50 50 Soybeans Hardly No Tough 
Grazin~ 
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Following is a List of Grazing Crops Used 
Hours spent in moVJ.n.~ Grazing 
Dates Man Mule Tractor 
Turkeys labor Labor or Truck 
Moved Hours Hours Labor Hrs. Kind Am.ollllt Qualitz 
Group~ 
July 3 120 0 15 Corn & Soy Full Tender 
July-17 40 50 Corn & Soy Full Tender 
Augo 5 40 50 Com & Soy Full Tender 
Aug. 20 50 5o Com & Soy Full Tender 
Sept. 22 50 50 Com & Soy Full Tough 
Oct. 18 50 50 Soybeans Hardly No Tough 
Grazing 
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VISUAL mSTRUCTION 
Visual instruction work for the year consisted of the use 
of educational motion pictures. 
Educational Motion Pictures were used at sixty meetings with an 
attendance of 3979 people, of this number there were 39· four-H 
clubs meetings with an attendance of 2376 members and 21 adult 
meetings w:i. th 65.3 farm men and women present. 
Slides: Slides were used at one farmer's meeting in Bamberg 
County with an attendance of 31 farmers. 
Summary of Use of Visual Instruction Aids 
Visual Aids Used 
Motion pictures 
Slides 
TOTALS 
No. :Meetings 
60 
1 
61 
Attendance 
3029 
31 
3o60 
t. 
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PUBLICITY 
Publicity work and the distribution of educational information 
in connection with the 1947 Extension Program in Bamberg County was 
done through circular letters, press articles, radio programs and the 
distribution of bulletins. A summa:ry of work done in this connection 
is given as follows: 
Summary Publicity Work 
Individual letters 
Circular letters 
Copies mailed 
Press articles 
Bulletins distributed 
Radio programs 
••••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••• 
eo••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••• 
o•••••••••••••••• 
1053 
23 
9095 
31 
lli.18 
33 
Circular letters: A total of 23 circular letters were prepared 
and 9095 copies were mailed to farmers in Bamberg County. These 
letters contained information on timely agricultural matters and in-
formation on results of demonstrations and experimental work. Specimen 
dopies of circular letters are attached ~o this report. 
Press articles: Thirty-one press articles of timely agricultural 
interest were published in Bamberg County newspapers this year. Speci-
men copies are attached to this report. 
Bulletins distributed: A total of lli.18 bulletins were distributed 
to farmers this year. 
Radio programs: A total of 33 radio programs were conducted over 
Station WRNO, in Orangeburg. 
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P. M.A. ACTIVITIES 
The P.M.A. has meant much to the .Extension Program in Bamberg 
County during 1947 since their program offords assistance in soil 
building practices that are beneficial to agriculture. The P.M.A. 
has worked very closely with the Extension Service in encouraging 
lime, phosphate, cover crops and peI'IllBllent pastures. 
Duling 1947 Bamberg County obligated 100% of its funds allo-
cated for the county and has obligated an additional $26,500.00. 
This has been accomplished through close cooperation between the 
two agencies and timely newspaper articles, radio programs, circular 
letters, community committemen and personal contact. 
As a result of this program, the following materials have 
been secured by farmers as grants of aid. 
Lime 
Austrian Winter Peas 
Blue hlpine 
Jletch 
SUperpizosphate 
642.5 tons 
29,400 pounds 
20,280 pounds 
2, 900 pounds 
625 tons 
With the close cooperation on the part of both the P.M.A. 
and the Extension Service, each program can be of assistance to 
the other. The P.M.J.. without the educational services of the 
Extension Organization cannot be of the most benefit to the most 
farmers, and neither can the Extension Service render ma.ximum 
service without those practice payments which are beneficial to 
the agriculture of the county. 
r 
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On the following pages will be found specimen copies of cir-
cular letters issued during the yearo 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
Of" SOUTH CAROLINA ANO 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT Of" 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
STATE Of' SOUTH CAROLINA 
' . 
Bamberg, s. c. 
Februa!'y 2h, 1947 EXTENSION SERVICE 
YOU W::r:!..L HAUE A CHtNCF.: TO HEAR THE 
!.,ATES'!' Dt.:r:RY INFORL' '!'ION ON HJI.RCH 4TH 
HID 5TH AT ri:'HB BJ.I;RF.:RG COUNTY GOUR'!' 
HOUSE. NEE'!'I!TGS S'!'l:P.T IT 10:00 A. M. 
HID CLOSE ~\T 4:00 P. M. F.J;CH DAY. 
In an effort to bring you the latP.st :i.n.fornation on dairying, 
we have arrc>nged a two-day school 1'l'h:i_r,h 1'1':i.:1.1 be conrl.ucted by a staff 
of spec:i.alists froI'l Cle!llson CollecP. c>nrl. +,he F..x+,ension Service. 
'!'he first day's discuss:i.on will he :i.ed b~r Mr. c. G. Cushman, 
dairy specialist in charee, assisted by P!'ofP.ssor J.P. !..aMc>ster, 
head dairy department, and i\11!' . c. H. !..0J11c1.s, d:i.Rry specialist. Sub-
jects to he covered the first da:r Rre: (1) Pr:i.nciples of da:i.ry cattle 
feeding, (2) Guardine herd health, (3) :ivtis:i.ne da:i.~J calves, (4) The 
grain ration, and (S) Sc>nitation. 
The second day's discussion wj_J_l hP. lec:l hy Mr . H. A. ·.voodle , ex-
ter,sion acronomist in charce, ass:i.sted h~r M:r . W. H. Gra,ren, extension 
acronomist, and Mr . E. c. Turner, extP.nsion so:i.l conser,r;::tionist. Sub-
jects to be covered the ser,ond day are: (1) Pernarn=mt pastures, (2) 
Annual grazing, (3) Silage, (h) Hfl~r, (5) P:roctnct::i.on of feed grains , 
and (6) Perel1;rlial hay crops. 
Let me urge you to attend th:i.s meeting as these specialists 
have spent quite a bit of · tillle :i.n p:r-epa.r:i.nc th:i.s :i.nfom;::t:i.on and I am 
quite sure +,hat they w:Lll discuss so!'leth:i.nc wh:i.ch wj_ll henefi t each 
of you. 
RCH:NH 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
·UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
PLACE 
HUNTERS CH}PEL SCHOOL 
LITTLE SWHJP SCHOOL 
1ICM!LL! N I S HUT 
OLAR SCHOOL 
EHRHtTIDT SCHOOL 
DENI,J RK . SCHOOL 
KE!. RSE I s HUT 
Dear Sir: 
STATE OF SOUTH (,tAROLINA 
TDilE 
10:00 A.M. 
2:30 P.H. 
10; 00 i~ ,M~ 
2,30 P.H. 
10:00 1: . M~ 
2:30 P.H. 
10:00 . ~M. 
Bamberr, , S, c. 
January 24, 1947 
D .TE 
TUES. Ji'..N, 
TUES. J.:N • 
WED. Jt.N. 
\~D. JtN, 
THURS, ,Tl. N. 
THURS. Jl! N, 
FRI. ·,Ti:N , 
28 
28 
29 
29 
JO 
JO 
31 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
INFORMATION 
1947 A1~A Practices 
Picture Show, ent:i.t1P.d 11 '.1:'HB STORY OF PHENOiHIJ.ZINE'~ 
The drug that controls worns :i.n hogs, cattle and 
chickens, 
Out]..ook information for 19li7 
You are invited to attend the meP.tj_nc nea:rest you to see a film 
on controllinc worms in chickens, hoes and cattle. Th:i.s :i.s a new pro-
cess which is easy and cheap to nse. OnP. of. thP. h:i.[;r;est obstacles to 
overcome in producing livestock in th:i.s tA:r:r:i.tory, :i.s the controlling 
of worms and with Phenothiaz.ine, this mat+Jer now is !'elatively easy , 
H. M. Rentz, the County ;_dr1 inistrc=tt:i.ve O.t.fice!', will be present 
to discuss the 1947 : 1'! progral!l c1.nd issue p!':i.cP approirc=tls at this series 
of mec+,ings, This year 's progr2.c1. :i.s d:i.:U:erFnt ;m<l om, which offors 
everyone, no matter how :i.a:rr,e or SP1Rll the f.'ar111 :i.s, an opportunity to 
earn all the money alloted, 
The outl'ook for crops an<l l:i.1res+,ock to hP. c:rown in 19h7 will be 
discussed in order to keep ~rou postP-d on the supply and demand. In 
this post-war period, we are fac:i.nr; 111an:r chanr,es and so th2t you may 
be in a better position to me et thcsP. chanr,Fs, we feel that knowing 
what the situation is now, you can bcttr-::r p1,m your crops to meet this 
condition, 
Let me urge each one of yon to at+,P.nct the 111P.etini; nearest you 
as I am quite sure thc>t you w:i.11 bP.nr-::1;:i.t f:roI"l so111Ath:i.ne said .. 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLIN/'.o A.t!D 
UNITED STATES OEPARH,lf-".NT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPE::lATING 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HorvJE ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Bamb0rg, S. C. 
January 27, 1947 
TO BAMBERG COUNTY Ft. RMERS: 
WHAT? A Tractor and Equipment Der10nstration 
WHEN? 
WHERE? 
9:00 ,-,.uM .. , Tuesday Morn:i_ng, February 4, 1947, P,t Ehrhardt 
2: 00 P ,M. , Tw~s<iay AftP.rnoon, February 4, 1947, t.t Denmark 
Jennings Fe.rm Home Supplt Co.! Ehrhardt, So C. 
Den.~ark ~mplcment Co., Del1I'larks So C. 
WHO IS INVITED? Any tractor owne r or tractor operator in Bamberg 
County who would like to s ~e some demonstrRtions showing how to: 
1. Save money in operating his tractor. 
J. Make power frrming_ c::asie ro 
Mr. R. Lo Willis_, Sp8ci2l Jic1.rm Lr.her j:ssistc=mtJ with the Clemson 
Extension Servicf>, /\lill be in chHrge of the d8monstrations, assisted 
by local form rnach:i.nery dc;::lc:rs who will furnish t:r2.ctors e.nd other 
equipme:·nto Lubrication E-:nginr·r,rs from soJ11e of the petroleum comp2.nie s 
vd.11 be. prc.sPnt to assist with luhr:i.cr-tion dr monstrc>tions. 
Mr>.k0 plc>ns now to ;:,.ttcnd A.nd hr:i.ng your tr;:,ctor oper2tor with 
you. L;:,st yc<'r 's TrPctor Schools WP. re thP. I'lost widely attr nded m,cings 
of the year . Mach ·i nr.ry on the f2rm is br.coming morfc' 2nd more importc1nt. 
M,y we count on seeing ~rou c>.t TuF.sda~r' s Schools? 
~2711¼JL .. 
R.. ~b~ard, Jr.:i/ 
County /.gt=mt . 
I 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSO N AGRICULT U RAL C O LLEGE 
Of" SOUTH· CAROL I NA A N D 
U N IT ED STATES DE P ARTMENT Of" 
A GRICULTURE COOPER ATI N G 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Bamber g , s. C. 
Febr uar y 11 , 1947 . 
De a r 4 - H Club Kemhe:..~: 
EXTEN ON SERV I CE 
Come to t he L:.+- ·n_ t-; T:io:'Jr..t;,e :i~ 1 B,::,_moer 0 Sa t urday , 
l o • 0 0 A 1, - J... ., ·, .- . - , ,., y, 1 -.:;i ·or·1 ..- ·, , - ·, 5- -1-~o-r-y·o-~-• •, l,1 :- L, • · -· ·'• ,. _._., .:,., :..JL.J. .. . . '...) ., CJ .• • y ..!. • J iuu. --- ---~ - --s --- . - ·· -~ ---·- - - ~- -- -----· CollllDty - w .... c .t:: 1: 0 ·:-1 :' m .'L: C. l. .~ )'i t- e ·.;1.ng . 
A free mcwla w.i.11 ::io s:1own . Come and bring y our 
parents . Y::rn vnll en j oy i t. 
Co l. J ams:., F ., R'- i sl1e :'.' VJ i l l be tLe g·orest speaker and 
several 4 -H S lTiib membe rs wi ll be on progrnm . 
Awards wi l l be g iven for 104 6 Club work . 
Make your Club 100% in attendance and receive the 
bannor . 
I f you want to s e e the s ~1 ow., b e on t ime , 10 : 00 A. M. 
We shall e xpe ct to s oe you and yo ur par ents , Sa t 1ll!rda y , 
at the ].,ittle The atre in- n a.'raberg . 
yo11l!r s , 
ll21L~G_Ji ·.·(, I :/-
Ma:c 10 Lamoe rfli-'"i 
Co . Homo Dern . Age n t 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AG RIC UL TURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
Brurlberg, South Carolina 
Ha:r.-ch 12, 1947 
FARM & HmlE :urnoq SfU!NG SHO ¥ 
MA RCH 17, 1947 10 : 00 A • } 1. +,o 4 : 00 P • M. 
HIGH SCHOOL G~-lllAS:t:UM B1~HBERG, S. C. 
Dear Sir~ Madam: 
You are cordially inirit8d to a+,+,P. nd the Labor Sc1ving Show 
in Bamberg at the High School Gymnas:i.11J11 nP.xt Monday, March l 7. 
'!'his show is dP.s:i.gned to r,i,rf'l :rou idF,RS on how you mRy save 
labor r1nd do a bF. tter job on your fam c'lnd :i.n your home.. The 
show is about equally diirided on fam r1nd hO!llE'; P.quipmf.nt; there-
fore, the show will bP. of intP.rc:st to P.wiry !11P.mhe r of the family. 
Even though part of th:i.s show w:i.U he mRdP. up of models 
and d:r.-awings, most of it w:i.11 he mr1.cle up of the c>.ctual equipl'll.ent 
on display with trai ned r P-prf. s r.ntat:iYPS prP. s F-nt to answer any 
questions which you I'lay hc1.ve conce:rn:i.ng their equipMP.nt. This 
equipment will :i.nclude evE.rything from s?11c1.ll ))onsehold items 
to the l?rge mechanical cotton pickP.r. 
Will be looking for you Honday Rt thP. Fa:rm & Hor.1e Labor 
Saving Show anytime be tween 10:00 .A. }•. and 4:00 P. H. 
Yours very truly, 
t&~[C,;d1~fl 
Ha_ J.e .!...ar.lbert, 
Co. DeI!l. Ag,mt. 
'' Use of TRACTOR POWE-R 
snifrs t-he heavy jobs f-rom 
the work.er ro t-he machlne.11 
FARM(Uld-HOME 
LABOR SAVING 
SHOW 
1oke !-he labor out of 
churning -
t 
COOP E RATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AG RIC UL TURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
C L E M SON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
O F SOUTH CAROLI N A AND 
UNITED STATES· DEPAR TME NT DF 
A G R ICULTURE COOP ERATING 
°"s""' / M'",,' 
~ ) 
t 
K I L L T H I S 
R O B P E E 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
GE T 
Bamberg, s . C. 
Tu~ar ch 24 , 194 7 • 
R I D O F T HO SE 
Dear Farmer : 
EXT ENSIO N S E RVICE 
A campaicn to deal the rats of Bamberg County 
ii. desth blow is being planned for the first 
week in hiay . le can secure the coopcrabion-
of u-;-·s . l<fsh &nd .)i ldlife Service in con -
ducting rural rat campai 6 n on above dabe . 
Rats each year cost the pco1Jl0 of Bamberg County an estimated 
,, 60 . 00 per farm . This is in addition to tho deadly diseases 
which they spread and the aflnoyance of having these pests on 
your premises . 
Fortified Red Squill , the poison which will be used, is harmless 
to people and domestic animals , but has proven deadly effective 
on rats in the contr ol campaisns which have be~n conduct ed by the 
U. S . Fish and \Jildlife Service for a number of years . The bait 
will be prepared on campaign day and pub u9 in 3 - pound packages , 
which is the, amount needed to bait tho average farm. Complete 
instructions for using tho bait will be furnished with each 
package . Tho cost will be ~~1 . 00 which is a pretty s ma ll price 
to pay for tho reliof tho.twill be obtainod . 
I n ord-::.,r to mix the t)r opor o.mount of bait, vo must kn ow in ad -
vance the number of people that ·:rish to po.rticipate . If you wish 
to take an o.ctivo par t in gettin g rld of these harmful pests , givo 
tho Homo Dononstro.tion Club Prc::lidont of JOur commu.'1ity or member 
of her committ ee., yO\lr ord"r , along wlth th'-' ncsuc l cost of bait , 
or Homo A.;ent ' s Office bcforo April lbtb . , Llnd c;ct your receipt 
and k eep it . 
Bait will bo prcparocl only for those v1ho give in their orders by 
tho.t elate, You v1ill bo notified by rno.il exactly v1hen and v1hcrc 
to obtain tho bo.it. 
Rats travel from farm to fo.rm; cncourngo your neighbor to order 
bait , tooJ 
Fe.rm 
truly, , 
17/uc la -/41/'l i 11-
1'.i.:~f i o Lumbe rt 
Homo Dem . Acont 
BE SURE TO REJJ) Pt.GE 2 
C· 
REMEMBER TEE DAY APRI L 15 , DE ADLINE FOR 
TAKI NG ORDERS 
REMEMBER TO 'EELL -'!OUR NEI GHBOR ! 
RENTEi.IPER 'N'\ PLACE YOUR ORDER FOR BAI T ! 
LET I S MAKE '.i'JUS AJT ALL-OUT i:JAR OJ }: R. RAT . 
·,. 
FO?.IB ri r:::.;o:r ::'.TR/.TJ:01'i '2, 1TB PRC2,IDEWrs 
Binni cker Club ••. ... . . .••. ... , . ;::rs , ,J. F . Stale:r , Denmar k 
Buf ord Bridge Club .. . . . ........ Ers . ·;Jj_lbur Eearse , Olar 
Colston Club ., •......• . ....•... I.~rs . J . B, Var n , Bamberg 
Denmar k GJ_ub .................. IJr s . J . C. Joh nson , Blackvil le 
Eh h dt Cl b ·' "13· • v~ . Hi' er s , ... hrhardt r ar u ••.....•••.... . ••• 1-.1r s • ..t'., 
Ed i sto Club ., . . ,., .•.•.•.•..••• Mrs . B . E , Griffin , Bamberg 
Ke a r se Club,, . ... .. .. .. · ... .. ... Krs . F . T-1. Kearse , Lhrhardt 
Hunters Chape l Club , ••. ,., ••.•• Mrs • .J...1 , Rice steedly , Bamberg 
Litt le Swamp Club •...•. , • , . .. . • 1'i i s s huby Goodwi11 , Smoaks 
0 1 ar C 1 u b , • • ,, , • • . , , • • • • • • • . • . . • I.Ir s • D • P • l, · or r i s , 0 1 ar 
Sprinc Pr a n ch Club , •.• . ••.•...• t.I r s . Oscar Cr i der , Ea1.,berg 
Oak Crest Club •••. , .•...••. , •• , i'.1rs . Pear l Still , Bamber g 
( 
(' 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES 01::PARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
Dear Sir: 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION .WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Bc1.I11berg., s. c. 
April B, 1947 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
'!'here will bee. ditching deI'lonstrHtion with the use of 
dyrrnl"li te on the fRrm of P. J. ?.eigle r on Wednesday, April 9th 
beginning at 2:00 P. H. This de:r.1onstr?.tion will be held in 
cooperation with the Soil ConserYRt:i.on Ser,rice. 
People are finding th?.t w:_i_ th the use of d~rnami te., they 
are able to drain l;:,nd efficiently at a re,rnonable cost per 
acre . Anyone interested in doing some ditching should attend 
this de!"'lonstration so thf. t they can SF,e how efficiently it can 
be done, 
RCH:NH 
Yonrs very truly., 
/f?O.L~ -Q 
R. C. Hubbard., Jr • ., (;}· 
County J:.gent. 
( • 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA ANO 
UN IT ED  ST AT ES DEPARTMENT OF 
AG"RICULTURE COOPERATING 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGi~ICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
,;f,.111/L.. ~~rt -
-~\ 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
Bamberg, s. C. 
J une 7, 1947 
-· ...-:· '1 -<-\:------------c--. 0 l I ((~ ~ rr~@ nm~ 
Dear Sir: 
There wil be a f ree picture show on the p roper methods of harve s t i ng , 
grading, handlin? and rn2rketing of watermelons . lvlr. Hugh Bower s , the 
Assistant Extension Horticulturis t , wij_l be prese~,:, to explain certain point s 
and also to ans·1ve r any questions W!'lich may arise. 
Folowing is a s chedule of tne.s e meetings: 
Ehrhardt High Sch,_·ol, We d . June 11th . a t G:30 P . M. 
Den.1iark )-j_gh School, Thurs. ,Tune 12th. 2 t 8: 30 }'. ri1. 
McMilan' s Hut, Fri. June 13th. at 5 :30 P . M. 
B2.mbcrg .Hi; h School, Mon . June 16th. at 8 :30 P. M. 
With the market demand for be t ter melons, let me urge you to at.tend 
the meeting nearest you since you may gain some information which will be 
of help t o you in getting the most monty out of y our v,ater.nelon crop. 
RCH:NH 
~ , .1)/ /.' ) 
Yours~Yery rul y., . . . 
/J.t ~~ ~ ~ '-/4 R~ -c:·. ~ubb:rd, Jr. / -. · .
County Agent. 
' 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AG RIC UL TURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA ANO 
UNITEO STATES OEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
Bamberg, s .. C. 
October 7, 1947 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
?'I ,g;1, ';-dl],~f =-11 
1) A -~? 1-·~ ~~-=- - l ,1· \ 1/1.f:'j u \ -  -"'::-~?-,... --:;ir: 
)~ \/~1' I ~i~/~~:~~rnt~ ·;Dear Sir: V ' /(i;!;!: ,\ 1!~ ! I 
•1111··:"ffi!;.W~;'I'. · ·~"!¼: If we are to J'!laintain the progress which 
J (!_ ·~ ~t n ,i l K ,J ,-, '(Y\(j. )\ e_ we have made in livestock, we are not going to 
' th· ~ be able to feed imported feed during this feed 
\'f, E::.. ~ L U. 1-\ e. 1 .) • shortage which we face. We are fortunate to have 
he.T 
. -.S n ~ '\\_G., ": --l- .\" ") 
~ _l.... l_L r~ t .. e ·0 e.-
~).1_~""" yy,~ 
n j w~~j\,t 
a climate in which we can produce small grains 
during the winter; therefore, all of us should 
make every effort possible to plant enongh small 
grain to produce grazing as well as grain to 
carry our livestock through the coming year. 
Whether the grain is planted for grazing 
or for harvesting as grain, it is wise to use 
sufficient seed to assure good stands. Where the 
grain is being planted for grazing at least S 
bushels of grain per acre should be seeded as 
early as possible. If it is being planted for 
harvesting for grain at least 8 pecks per acre 
should be seeded during October or early November 
for oats, 6 to 8 pecks seeded during early October 
for barley, and 6 pecks per acre seeded during 
November for wheat. When the grain is being seed-
ed for grazir:g, the yields and palatability value 
will be increased by adding crimson clover and rye 
grass to the mixture . In all cases seed should be 
planted on a firm seedbed. 
You should apply 600 to Boo pounds of a 
complete fertilizer per acre at planting time for 
both grazing and grain production. For grazing yo, 
should top-dress in the early fall with 200 to JOO 
pounds of nitrate of soda or equivalent per acre 
and again with the same amount in the early spring. 
For grain production, it is advisable to top-
dress in the early spring with 200 to JOO pounds 
of nitrate of soda or eqivalent per acre. 
Yolirs -.x~ry ruly, . 
. -- ~ / / ( 
/ I , , , c_L.f'-/-?U L ' /2 
1 
/ R.. '• · Hubbard, Jr., 
County Agent. 
-62-
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1ii Ctub loys 
And, Girls1'Atend . 
r ~I ' f '4-H Ca,np·.: . ·, · 
I ' One hundred twenty-tv,:o 4-l:C 
1 c;lub '. boy.a anci ., girls . spent last 
.lweek · a t Cam p  B ob ~ooper, lo-
. ca'.ted on,. the 'Santee-Cooper b1aslIL abou t 13 miles from Manning_ 
;Durin g the week1 these boy s and 
girls  w ere given instructions in 
'water safety, swin{m ing, handling 
fire a rms, 'tractor operations and 
care'. handicr aft: ' g ood manne r s, 
I and swin e ' m a nagement. These 
periods o,f instru\ctions lasted (or 
' an hour each ' mor.ning and 0110 
hour · ei~h ' a.fterno~n. In· addi-
tion ·t o these periods of Instruc-
tions; there) was ' plenty of time 
J 
for softp.al1 swimming, etc. The B.amber~lcounty 1boys were the 
J 
'u~de.feated, champions in soft-
' I v: ', \ bal. , 1 , 'i , · , • a. • 
I,· T h e greatest' h
00.nor which can 
comr ,to/ a camper Is to be elected 
"Spirit · of Light': 1 or escort for 
I ;u1b .wekly camp1 ,fire ' se'rvlces. 
The group elected Chloe Ayer and 
/ 4 . J a m es Hiers; 1 of Bamberg couu.-
'ty, for the~e positions. ·"i 'J,'o rep-
resent 'the 'four . H's in 'the ser-
' vice, the c~~pers ~lected' Arline 
Maynor,! of Chesterfield. county; 
Angelia Hl~rs: of Bamb~rg c~un-
ty; John L :· Able, of Saluda coun- , 
ty: a'nd Fred Sease1, of: Bamberg 
county. · , ,. . •, 
I ~ J'- ' • I I ..• The enthusiasm sho'Yn ·bY 
camper s from· the t~ree count,ies 
In softbal"made the· camp sound 
like a ' colege footbal season. 
Bamberg boys· beat Chesterfield 
and ~~luda ' two games each, and . I I •a s a · result had the p leasure oi: 
I t, • t a ki ng the ,!arm age nts and men 
I · l~rders (or ' a ride'· tO the I tune Of 28-10. ·Chesterfield 'glr)s won 
· over the Saluda and _Bamberg 
1 ·girls. '· 'Th'ey were I so good that I 'the hom e a gents and vi·omen lead!. 
ers 'hid in their' cabins andi failed 
t ~ '.show . ~P/ for. the ·,championship, 
~am e.-R. c :~_Hubb_a ~d, ~r., coun-
ty agent. ! ', • 1 • 1 
4f•1t' \,1;• I,\,.--'-I: la' l \, . J t I' ' ,I f"' , , 
: 
1,Gir 1s atending P?-e camp we~·e:, 
Vivia n t. Bairefoot, -Lois-.Hoffman, 
Bes~ie Morr!;,. Bety, Ray, Evelyn . ' . Lee Hartzog1 I. Laverne \-)llams , Rom a  O'Qulnn,'  Mary Morris, 
Ger aldine Pla yer ,' 'Emma Jane' 
Peeples, J ane' Johnson ,  Marie 
1 Cope,, Betty Bel, Bar bara Brab-
ham/ Jeanete Proveaux, · Mary 
Ann  Robinson, ·Carolyn • Pro-
veaux, Patsy , I}obinson, : Patsy 
'W right, Bety Wiliams, · Bety 
Jean' T~n(,' Audrey'  Abstance, 
Peggy ' P arrish, Mary·  Craddock, 
Jeanete O'Qulnn, •. H a zel •Sum-, . mers, Barbara Dyches, . Bernice 
Crider, S hirley Drawdy, Nancy 
Stil, Hele n Pa_?!_et.' Ma ry FaitJ:t. 
. •, 4f ,.\/ Home a~d Earri . ,} ~~ . , 
Labor S~ving .: i' \?~\· 
Show March 17 ,;.1 1·, 
:• ',.,. ' . Keep March 17 in mind,~ be . 
cause that Is the day tor·. ,. the 
farm and home labor•·. aaving 
show which wil be held in Bam-, 
berg at the high school gymna,o'. 
slum. This show ls being spon-: 
sored tree.of charge by the Clem-\ 
sou colege extension service, tar"' 
mers and local dealers. ·' .'· ·r 
Su~cessful farming. In the t~. 
-ture wil be'. determined In. large 
measure by. the degree. o( -me~ 
chanlzatlon. Ful use must · be\ 
made of the tractor, not just for· 
land preparation, but for plant-· 
Ing, cultivating, and'· harvesting., 
The tractor can a.lso · be used 
proltably for . hauling, lo~dlng, 
and the operation of belt ma-, 
chines uch as v,•ood saws, feed. 
grinders, ensilage cuters, eleva-
tors and Irrigation puiµps, Much 
or this equipment wil be on dis•' 
play and you wil also see. many_ 
new items disp1layed by a : l~~!' farm machinery company. ~ :· ,; 
· There wil be 82 large explan11.-:; 
tory · panels with n:iodels of· labor: 
saving' gadgets assembled•. by 
Clemson colege.' ~specialists , ·on. 
d !splay.· These speclalsts wil be 
present to explain and demon-1 state these ·Jabor saving· Ideas 
brought . from the colege. ' .. , 
There wil be items of Interest 
for each member of the family as 
a large part of the show wUl be• 
devoted to labor saving equip-. 
ment for the home. Other Items 
of Interest wil cover ·,labor aav-' 
Ing items In the fields of elec, 
trlclty, forestry, dalryln~, agro-
nomy, Insect CO}!trol, poultry, 
bees. and Irrigation. 
By atending this show, you. no 
.doubt wil be able to pick up 
muny good Ideas which, wil' save 
you a great deal of time and la-
bor ou your farm · and In' the\ 
home.-R. C. l:{u~~ar~ .• f.1'·:. co~n,., ty· agent .. , • · · . ·.! .\'·1- • . ·,Yr 
~ ' ~ ·-·. ' t'-;'"i 
.1 
ham, Jeanette Proveaux, Mary 
Ann ,Robinson, ·Carolyn• Pro-
veaux, Patsy I}oblnson, · Patsy 
'Wright, Betty Williams, Betty 
Jean ' T~n(. Audrey Abstance. 
Peggy Parrish, Mnry Craddock, 
Jeanette O'Quinn, • Hazel Sum-
• I • 
mers,1 Barbara Dyches, . Bernice 
Crider, Shirley Drawdy, Nancy 
Still, I;Ielen Padgett, Mary Faith- , 
McMillan, Dolores . McMillan, ' 
Jewell . Templeton, Carolyn Mc- , 
Millan, Latalne Padgett, Gloria 
Sanders, Nancy Joye Gunnells. 
Peggy Drawdy, Margie GfublJs, 1 
Betty J e~n Sellers, Jo Ann . Ben-
nett, , Barrie Jean Cartilr, Bar-
bara ~Ann McKenzie, Pauline Kln-
,ard, Nancy Morningstar, Angelia. 
Hiers, Sally · Dell Hughes, Eloise 
Crider, Florence Stevens, Julia 
Rhoad, Adrienne· Morrell, Elaine 
Smoaks, Barbara Ann Keml); 
Vita · Lee Barnes, Dolores Bishop, 
Ernestine I Carter, · Lula Belle 
Brabham, Miriam Ehrhardt, and 
'Mell ·Cook: .\ I 
Boys attendlng
1 
the camp were: 
Malcolm Steedly, James Allen. 
Herndon, Joe Robert I Wilson, 1 
James I Rutla.nd,- · Millard Bessin-
ger, Jimmy Grimes, Franklin 
Frye, Floyd , Hughes, Jr., Bobby 
Padgett, · Bill Padgett, George 
Rhoad, John Dalton, Ed1 Moody, 
Wall11ce Sandifer, James Collins~ 
Edd.if\ .' Coll~ns, Marlon · Dal'is, 
Malcolm D .. Jolly, J. D. Jolly, 
Hoi:ace Summers, 0. K. l\Iorrell, 
' Jones '· 1'A. Smoak, Jr., Pringle 
Spann, Asa Godbold, :Jr., ·wayne 
Hughes: Charles Fickling, Fred. 
I Proveaux, Claude Smoak, Lyn 
._Myrick,, Sonny Ayer, Bobby ·Ayer, 
I Hubert I Morris, Con rad Gray, 
· Breland Johns, 1 Alphis Grubbs, 
I 
Bud ' Creech, 1 Hagood Neeley, 
Leighton ' Kinard, ' Billy1 Creech, I Willard Byrd, J. T. Phllli1?s1 Jr., 
I 
Edward' Chitty, Clyde I Cau.,ey, 
Douglas Sandifer, Francis Sandi-
' .fer, Billy Mitchum, , Malcolm 
."Johnson, . Alyea Hiers, Charles 
:yergesOI\,. · Jimmie ;Bairefoot, 
,Norman" Kinsey, Courtney Sease, 
wprord ~raso~, Stuckey ·Hughes, 
Bud Welch, Charles Kinsey, Billy 
, 11:,~,Y::;i a~d LaVe~~e Bishop. 
,. 
.. 
1
• ,()airy Fanners 
lnZ?ited To Hear 
I . !::/:e~':i.!10?sct;r 3~amuerg 
· .oounty · will have the opponunity 
to hear Dr. Geo. H. Hopson , of 
New York, consulting veterina-
rian . for the De Laval compa11:, , 
lecture on "Mastitls and t)1e Con-
trol" and . to see the motion pic-
ture directed by Dr. W. E. Peter-
sen, 1 of the University of i\1iu11e-
sot,a, entitled, "No Hand Strip-
ping," at a· meeting sponsored by 
the' South ,Carolina Dairy associa-
tiion, at Carlisle Military school 
auditorium, Bamberg, October 30 . 
"l)fastitJ!s Is taking a heavy toll 
00: milk c·ows in South Carolina 
and .)s one of our dairy Canners' 
most , -serious problems," says 
I 
County Agent R. ·C. Hubbard, Jr., 
in reminding all dairy . farmers 
noot to miss this opportunity to 
'. hear Dr. Hops·on, a recognized 
authoorHy on the control of rnas-
titis. Mr. Hubbard further stated 
t11at the , pict~ire shows the five 
directives for good milking prac-
tices ,which, 1f followed, ·sl1'011lcl 
increase pr.oduction 15 per cent. , 
an important consideration in this 
time of .1food shortages. 
Other features · of this series I 
of meetings will include a lecture 
by C. G. Cushman, leader of 
extension dairy work in South 
Carolina. on "Adjusting Milk 
Production to Demand," and an 
·actual_ demonstration of the pro-
per · use •of milking machines by 
1 N. S. Carlson, of the De Laval 
company. 
This meeting will be an all-
day program, beginning a.t 10 a. 
m. and ·ending , at approximately 
4 p, rn., and is not limited lo 
members of the Dairy associa-
tion. All dairy farmers are in-
vited a'n_d urged to attend and 
bring their hired help. -· -
County Outlook 
Meeting·Jan. 21, 
Court House 
~-i . ·.
. ' 
I 
The county outlook meeting 
will be held January. 21, 1947, 
at 2 p. m. at the B~mberg county 
. court house. This ls an lmport-
1 ant meeting since we are in a 
post-war period seeing many1 
changes In the supply and de-· 
mand of farm products and in or-
der to help this changing condi-
tion, we are holding this _ meet-
ing to give you a picture of what 
the supply and demand ls. 
A.· H. Ward, district farm 
agent, and Miss Bessie Harper, \ 
district, home 'agent, wlll be pres,. 
ent to present this information : 
and In addition to this, two spe-
1
' 
clallsts from Winthrop hava ar-
ranged an exhibit on home labor.· 
· sa vlng equipment, which wlll be 
of special interest to th~ farm./ 
women of the county. 
H. M. Rentz, county adminis-
trative officer, will also discuss 
the 1947 AAA program. " 
Let me urge you to attend so 
that you can better plan your · 
ra .. ming operation~ for this com- · 
I 
Ing year.-R. C. Hubbard, Jr.: ' 
county agent. , 1 
'• 
Rat Extermination 
Campaign Plan·ned 
:First -JVeek in Mriy 
1 , The home demonstration clubs / 
of Bamberi; county arti sponsor-
mg a rat control campaign in co-
,,operation wltl1 the U. S. fish and 
wildlife service for the first 
week in May. 
,, H there Is n.J home de111011slra-
tlo11 club in your community, wlli 
you serve as C:"mm~nlty chair-
man ,or .. get some one else to do 
it? ' It is very important that 
everyone in your community par-
ticipate to m~kc the campaign e[-
fective. 
Rats eacJ{ · year cost tlL8 peo-
ple of Ilamherg county an esti-
mated $60 ' per !:um. Thifl Is in 
.addition to the deadly diseases 
which they spread and the an-
noyance or ha vlnj!; these pl'!sts on 
ypur prem laes. 
Fortified rec! souill, the poison 
-which will · hf' U<;P.d , ls harmless 
to people and domP.~tic animals, 
but has provf'n deadly effectlvP. 
on rats: I The bait will be pre-
pared on campaign clay and put 
11p In 3-pound , packages. which is 
_the amount uP.ediid to bait the 
average , farm. Complete in~truc-
tions for Ufli ng the l,alt will. l>e 
[u rnlshed wl th each p1ckage. 
The cost will be $1 which is a 
rmall price to pay !or the relief 
that will he obtained . 
In order tc, mix the proper 
amount of bait, we must know' in 
advance the number of people 
who wish to participate. If you I 
wish to take an active part In get-
ting ,rid of these harmful pests, 
give the home , den:tonstratiou 
club president 
I 
of yqur commun-
ty ', or· member of her committee 
your order, along with· the actual 
cost, of bait, or home agent's . or- · 
fice ,before April 16, and get 
your receipt and keep it. 
, Bait will be prepared only for 
those who gl've in their .orders by 
that date. You ·wm be -notified 
, ,by ·mail exactly wh~n and1 where 
to obtain . the bnlt. · ~-, ' 
. . ' , "4• Rats• travel · from· farm to far_m; 
encourage y6Ur neighbor ·to order 
b 
. 11 ,. ,.~ ,I" ,\ ,, 1 
, v a1~, -; t~o. "··•·...i , ', , ,· .\ 
J· .. 
Dairy School ···1<:;·. ~~'. 
I 'I,'( •' 'ft. 
Here March · f,ff~\f:"; .. ·R 
Fourth,.-Fifth ·, 1• ••• ·, ~ . f 
Dy H., C. Hubbard, Jr., Co. Agt, 
In an effort to bring you -'the, 
latest Information on da.lrylng, 
we have arranged a two~ay 
sehool which wlll be conducted I by ' ri. ataff of specialists from 
Clemson college and the Uten-
slon een·tce. ' . '/ ~ ' ' 
Th!s scho_ol will be .held onj 
Ms.cch 4 and 6 at the Bamberg 
oountr court house. M'eetlnir;s 
start at 1 O a. m. and close : at. ., 4 
p. m. each da.y; ., · l° 
The Ur~t day's discussion wlll 
be led by G. G. Cushman, dairy 
specialist In charge, · assisted I by 
Prof. l. P. LaMaste~, head ·dairy, 
deps.ctment, and. C. H. Lomas, 
d..a..lry specialist.· Subjects to ' be 
covered the first 'day are:· t11.' 
Principles · of dairy .. cattle .· feed~ 
· ing; !, guarding herd healt.h; . a:1 
raising dairy calves; 4, the grain 
ra.tlon, ~o.d 6, sanitation. ' , ·, ~v 
The second day's discussion 
wlll be led by : H. A. Woodle,'' ex-
tension agronomist in. charge, aa-
1 si.st.ed. by W. H. Craven, ' exten-
8(on. agronomist, and E. · C •. Tur-
ner, extension: soil c:onservatlon-
ls.t. Subjects to be covered the; 
aecond' day are: 1, Permanent 
pastures; 2, annual grazing; ? a·, 
silage; 4, hay; 6, production of 
feed grains, and 6, perennial, hay. 
crop1. . ·, ,, .•• 1 
' I 
.Let me urge you to attend this 
meeting as these specialists hav, 
spent quite a bit of time ,in pre-
. paring this Information and ' I am 
Q11.lte sure that they will · dlscuBB 
something which .' wlll . benefit, 
.each of- you. · .. ; · '," ",' ·.,,\ 
• ....... 
I 
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AGRICULTURAL 
PROGRAM 
,· 
Grand Champion Si.ce,r, showD' by Patrick CoJJ.e.- . 
land, of Ehrhardt. 
.... 
, I 
J-PLAN THE FARM to make the .best use of land, ·labor and cquip111ient, a!lld to meet 
chnpging conditions. 
2-SOILS: Improve soils through proper .fertilization, liming, and adequate. soil coni- . 
servation and soil building practices. . · . 
3-EQDIP.i\IENrr: Extend the efficient use 0£ improv1ed farm machinery and farm 
a.n'Cl hon,.1e equipme:nt, and rural electrification~ 
,J-FOOD : Continue to :improve home food production ai1cl conservation for better 
nutrition. 
5-b EED : Incr ease acr.eage of :improved permarne-n t pastures and annual grazing 
crops. Prod~1ce higher yields per acre of c0rn, oats, bay, silage and. other · feed 
Cl'Ol )S. 
6--LIVESTOCK ·A.l~D PODL,TRY: Continue to develop a larger permanent income 
from 1ogs, beef cattle, dairy products, chiekens and turkeys through better breed-
ing stock, c}oser cullin1g, an<;l improved feeding and marketing. 1 
7-- COTTON: To meet competition from ot1icr areas a.nd other fibers, produce higher · 
yields per ac1~e at lower cost per pound. Improve staple length and quality. Improve 
giullling. Expand grade and staple service in marketing. . . . .. 
8--TO BACCO : Incrcai:-.e yields per ,H.:re· of hi~h qua1ity tobacco at lower cost per 
p~u11cl. Improve . curing and grading practices. · ·. ' · 
9-FRUlTS AND VEGETABLES : Improve methods of production and marketing of 
peaches, sweet potatoes, Irish potatoes, and othe1: fruit and truck crop::,:·. 
• 'l ' "!' 
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J 0-PORESTRY: Take cu re of the farm woodlands,,~nd do a better job in marketing ' 
the prodl1-ts. Reforest lands best suited to tre-es. . .' : 
1:1--Sl~EDS ARD PLANTS: Increase produr.+.:iou1 c1rnl distribution. of high auality seeds 
anrl p1m_1i.s. indml:ing certified seed, for additional income and to aid in efficient crop 
,, 
' 
\ 
\ 
J ' ], 
HiCHEJ\SE PRODUCTION 
THROUGH IMPROVED 
' . ,PLANTING SEED 
• ... , 
'' . ~.. ;. .. 
i ~ 1~·--•, ~ ... w,· oowuu. VISltoft the business session the hostess, were Mrs. Paul Inyiu, Mrs. Wadi 
assisted by her mother, Mrs. , Faust Finch, Mrs. B. B. Easter, 
Hardy Tant, 11erved a chicken ling, and Mrs. Bostwick Wyman 
sala d r.ourse, co!fee, and cookies. Mrs. J<~dward Price won the binge 
prize. The hostess 11erved char· 
T. ,v. (Uud) Spel JGl1.,-<l, lote russe and coffee. 
New! was received. here Sun-
day of the 1leath of Bud Spel, Dirth of Daughter. 
age 28, who was kiled In an au-
tomobile accident near his home 
In Lyons, Ua., Saturday night. 
Bud was employed by the SAL 
s ignal corps and had worked orr 
and on at Denmark !or several 
years. He was a likeable per-
son and had many friends here 
who rngret to hear of his un-
timely death. Another · young 
man who was riding with him 
was a!Bo kli'ed. Details of the 
accident h:i.vc not· been rP.ceived 
here. 
Pierlan Literary Club. 
Mr. and Mrs. Angus tl. Cook 
announce the birth of a daug}lter, 
Barbara Virginia, at the Tri-
County hospital January 28. Mrs. 
Cook was Connerly Miss Olivia 
Parrish. 
Daughter Dorn. 
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Parrl~h, of 
Jacksonvile, are receiving c9n-
gratulatlons upon the arrival of 
a daughter, Janet Roberta, at a 
Jacksonvile hospital January 13j 
Mrs'. Parrish ~as formerly Mis~ 
Emily Harris. Mr. Parrish wat 
formerly a resident of Denmark! 
The 111ontlly meeting or tile . ---
1 Pierian Literary club was held · Pcrsonnls. I 
with Mrs. St. Clair Guess, Jr., , Mr; and Mrs. Jack Wbatle1i, Friday with eleven present. Mrs. ~pent the week-end In Greenwoo · J . z. Brooker presided In the with relatives. abs ence of the pr~sident. Afte r ,vnlam Arnold has bought ou 
the business session the program 
was presented. Mrs. " 'esley Crum 
gave au article on "Democracy, 
Latin America's Last Chance." 
Mrs . Herbert F'ogle gave some 
sound suggestions in her 'article, 
"How to Stay Young." The hos-
tess ~ervcd a salad course wilh 
coffee. 
the Modern Dry Cleaners fro 
D. B. Thames and wil contlnu 
the busioess at the same place. 
Miss Bobble .Jean Poston span 
the week-end with· her parent. 
here. 
Jack Thames, a student a 
Furman, was home for the·week 
end. 
--- Miss Martha Steadman, fro 
Ilridgo Clubs :\Icct. Columbia, spent Saturday an 
Mrs . T. C. Cox enlerta!ned her Sunday with her parents, Mr 
clu b with two tables Thursday and Mrs. J. E. Steadman. 
afternoon. Mrs. Frank Lundy I Harold . Boozer and Rober 
won 'high score. · Mrs. Cox served Lowman, or Clemson colege 
a salad course with coffee. were home tor the week-end. 
t,-J\~I~·~· !:.e~: ~e~~: .~~~~~ . ~~ l!~~t-~.~~ I" ~!s·}~~~a.rd .Pears~_n,.~_n_d -~l~s~· 
• 
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POINT NO. 6 
"LiYesiock ancl ·Poultry: Continue to d~velop 
a larger permanent incon1e from hogs, beef cat-
t] e1 cl;iiry proclucts, · chickem,, and turkeys 
through hetter breeding stock, closer culling, 
and improved -feeding ancl marketing. n .. 
Baby Chicks~Feeds of .All Kinds-Brooding 
Equipment-Full line of Seed. 
SEE US FOR YOUR NEEDS\ 
/ 
FARMERS EXCI-IANGE 
Telephone 21 Denmark, S. C. · 
NOTICE 
. . 
WE HA VE INCREASED OUR PERSONNEL 
AND EQUIPMENT .'TO MEET ,'. 
the demand of those who wish the best in dry 
. ' cleaning and p·rompt service. · . 
P.HONE 125-R, 8 A. M. TO 6 P .. M. FOR !Mi 
MEDIATE PICK-UP AND PROMPT . 
U.ELIVERY. 
Local 4-H Club Leaders and Key People:-
4-H clnb work is carried on most successfullv 
"i"hen tbe cn1thusiasm ancl vigor of youth are 
combine ·I with the expe1ience, stability and vi-
sion of adu]t ]eaders. . 
BLANTON'S DRY CLEANERS · 
' -
The Best Costs No More Denmark, S. C. 
. I 
